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ABSTRACT

The global hearing healthcare field is faced with two principal challenges. First,
the demand for basic audiometric testing services far exceeds the capacity of trained
clinicians even in high income countries, and this supply/demand mismatch is expected
to worsen secondary to population aging. Next, once patients are identified as having a
hearing loss, the treatments that are provided (hearing aids) do not sufficiently address
their primary complaint, namely that they have trouble hearing in noisy environments.
To begin to address the first problem, we executed a proof-of-concept study to ask
whether mobile consumer electronics could be used to replace manually performed
clinic-based testing with self-directed hearing measurements from home. We found that
self-administered home hearing measurements were largely equivalent to standard
clinical measures. To begin to address the second problem (hearing in noise challenges
of patients), we performed three additional experiments. Inspired by promising findings
of enhanced visual attention following action videogame training, we developed a
closed-loop audiomotor training application and asked if playing a game that focused on
tone in noise discriminations would provide generalized benefit for speech recognition in
noise abilities. In young normally hearing adults, closed-loop training for one month
provided a 12 percentage point improvement in speech understanding in noise scores.
Next, we recruited older adults who wore hearing aids to play a similar closed-loop
training game and observed a 10 percentage point enhancement of speech recognition
in noise abilities secondary to gameplay, suggesting that this training could be coupled
with standard treatments to improve patient outcomes. Finally, we studied the
neurophysiological correlates of audiomotor signal in noise training in a rodent model,
where we observed enhanced resistance to noise suppression in auditory cortical
neurons following three months of training, perhaps contributing to the perceptual
benefits that we observed in human subjects.

Thesis Supervisor: Daniel Polley, Ph.D.
Title: Associate Professor of Otolaryngology, Harvard Medical School
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Chapter 1 Introduction

1.1 Limited access to basic hearing services

Hearing loss is the leading cause of moderate to severe disability worldwide and

ranks as the sixth leading cause of burden of disease (1) in high income countries. As

an age-related impairment, most of those affected by hearing loss are older adults (2), a

demographic that is expected to increase by 60% in the US over the next two decades

(3). Thus, the assessment and treatment of hearing loss represent major public health

concerns. The shortfall in available services is s global challenge, and even a high-

income country with established hearing care infrastructure like the US predicts a two-

fold separation between supply of trained clinicians and demand for basic hearing

services in the coming decades (4). Logically these public health challenges point

towards the need for more efficient ways to assess hearing.

1.2 The potential of mobile technology use to increase efficiency of hearing

assessment

Behavioral measurements of hearing are currently performed manually by clinicians

in sound treated rooms. For this reason, the number of basic hearing tests that can be

performed are limited by i.) available clinician hours for basic hearing tests and ii.)

available sound treated rooms equipped with specialized hardware. To address the

hearing assessment bottleneck an approach must decouple the auditory measurements

from clinician time and specialized facilities. Behavioral hearing tests follow

standardized protocols, making them amenable to automation (5). In fact, Georg von

Bekesy automated hearing testing nearly 70 years ago (6). Nonetheless, automated
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assessments have not been used in clinical assessment of hearing (4). Contemporary

smartphones and tablet computers possess sufficient processing power to run

sophisticated measurements of hearing. Using consumer electronics to make

automated measurements of hearing offers the potential for massive parallel clinical

assessments, which would dramatically reduce clinician time and the clinical footprint

dedicated to routine procedures. For these reasons, several groups have developed

and validated mobile hearing screening applications (7-10). However, while these

applications occupy an important space in the hearing health landscape, they do not

address the supply demand mismatch since knowing someone failed a hearing test

provides limited information for clinical decision making. To address the growing need

for audiometric assessments, self-administered mobile hearing tests need to provide

test results that are statistically equivalent to the same measurements performed in the

clinic environment using established protocols. Mobile hearing assessments have not

been previously developed for, or tested with this level of experimental scrutiny; this

was the purpose of experiments described in Chapter 2.

1.3 The challenge of hearing in noisy environments for individuals living with

hearing loss.

Extracting signals amongst a background of noise is a universal perceptual

problem. In industrialized societies, auditory signal and noise challenges abound, where

distractors can impede communication with friends at social gatherings, instruction from

teachers in classrooms, or transmission of information via a cellular phone (11, 12).

However with age, the level of auditory distraction that can be effectively ignored is

reduced (13, 14), and a third of middle aged to older adults report great difficulty
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following conversations in noisy environments (15). It is not surprising then that most

individuals (74%) who are referred to otolaryngologists and audiologists for hearing

problems list their primary complaint as difficultly understanding speech in noisy

environments (16). So while disorders of hearing can arise from a number of

pathological states beginning in middle ear structures and extending to the central

nervous systems, the "real world" consequence of this pathophysiology generally

manifests as impaired perception in social environments. Hearing aids represent the

only available treatment for the most common type of permanent hearing loss, and

while amplification devices provide perceptual improvements in quiet environments,

they are of limited utility in noisy situations. For this reason, understanding speech in

noisy environments remains a primary complaint of individuals living with hearing loss

even after treatment with hearing aids (17, 18). In this sense, the current treatments for

hearing loss, while valuable as audibility aids, largely miss the point of the most

common patient complaint since signals in noisy environments are usually loud already

(no need for further amplification, 19) .

1.4 Limitations of hearing aids to provide perceptual benefit in noisy

environments

That amplification does not remedy the hearing in noise problems of individuals with

sensorineural hearing loss is not surprising given the physiologic changes that are

associated with cochlear and primary afferent damage (20). The dysfunction of outer

hair cells alters basilar membrane mechanics, resulting in broadened peripheral (21, 22)

and central (23) filters. For this reason, 'signal' and 'noise' information are more likely to

interact in the same peripheral channels (24), proving weakened, noisy signals to
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central neurons for further processing. Additionally, varying degrees of primary afferent

degeneration may further degrade the information available to central neurons for fine

temporal coding, which may be important when following signals in modulated noise

(25-28). Amplifying an acoustic input that represents the summed mixture of 'signal'

and 'noise' energy will not resolve either of these issues. Furthermore, most individual

who are living with hearing loss are older adults (2), and older adults demonstrate an

impaired ability to ignore distracting information across sensory modalities (29-31, 14,

32). This age-related deficit in inhibitory control may also contribute to the perceptual

difficulty that older adults with hearing loss experience in noisy environments and

amplification of the acoustic signal would not be expected to help with this perceptual

problem.

1.5 Potential rehabilitative uses of sensory learning protocols to improve speech

in noise perception

Perceptual skills can improve with practice, but for decades it was observed that this

improvement was highly specific to the demands of the task on which someone trained

(33, 34). For example, over the course of several training sessions, the physical

difference between two tones carriers that is required for an individual to reliably hear

them as different is expected to decrease by 30-40%; however, simply shifting the

discrimination test to a higher frequency range will abolish this learned effect (35).

Known as the "curse of specificity," the observed idiosyncrasy of sensory and cognitive

learning has historically limited their applied utility in academic, occupational, and health

settings (36). Over the past two decades, several elements of training protocols that

encourage modest transfer of learning have been identified (37-41), but recent studies
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of closed-loop sensorimotor learning have provided evidence that far transfer of learning

may be possible with training (36). Specifically, accumulating evidence suggests that

playing action video games affords improved visual selective attention abilities across a

variety of tasks (42-44). Similar far transfer of learning has also been observed in

individuals who have experienced extensive musical training, where professional

musicians demonstrate enhanced pitch processing (45, 46) as well as speech

recognition in noise abilities (47). While these latter studies of closed-loop audiomotor

learning (i.e. musical training) are intriguing when considering the utility of this approach

to improve perception for the hearing impaired, as cross-sectional studies, they do not

provide causative evidence of the benefits of audiomotor training. Furthermore, both

action video games and musical experience are complex tasks (48) and the training

protocols are not parametrically controllable, making study of the "active ingredients" of

this type of training infeasible. To address issues of causation in audiomotor learning

and reduce the number of variables in this type of training task, we developed an

audiomotor training game that possessed only two shared features of action video

games and professional musicianship: i.) the employment of interference resolution in

game play, which has been associated with plasticity in attentional control networks (49)

and ii.) a closed-loop game mechanic; wherein sensory stimuli act as continuous

feedback signals to predictive motor commands (50). From a theoretical standpoint, this

type of closed-loop mechanic would be expected to efficiently drive neuromodulatory

nuclei that are critical for enabling plasticity in adult sensory cortex (51-55). In

experiments reported in chapter 3, we tested whether playing the simple audiomotor

task would improve the speech recognition in noise abilities of young, normally hearing
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adults as well as examining the neurological correlates of training in a rodent model.

Based on the positive results of these initial experiments, we then tested whether the

closed-loop audiomotor training approach would confer speech recognition in noise

benefits to a population with impaired hearing abilities, namely older adults who used

hearing aids. This experiment, which is described in chapter 4, was performed in the

context of a randomized double-blinded placebo-controlled trial.
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Chapter 2: Validation of a self-administered audiometry application: An
equivalence study'

Abstract

Objective: To compare hearing measurements made at home using self-administered

audiometric software against audiological tests performed on the same subjects in a

clinical setting

Study Design: Prospective, cross-over equivalence study

Methods: In experiment 1, adults (N = 19) with varying degrees of hearing loss

performed air-conduction audiometry, frequency discrimination, and speech recognition

in noise testing at home with an automated tablet application and also in sound-treated

clinical booths with an audiologist. The accuracy and reliability of computer-guided

home hearing tests were compared to audiologist administered tests. In experiment 2,

the reliability and accuracy of pure-tone audiometric results was examined in a separate

cohort across a wider variety of clinical settings (N = 11).

Results: Remote, automated audiograms were statistically equivalent to manual, clinic-

based testing from 500 to 8000 Hz (P5.03); however, 250 Hz thresholds were elevated

when collected remotely. Remote and sound-treated booth testing of frequency

discrimination thresholds and speech recognition scores were equivalent (P5 5x10-5).

In a second sample who had received clinic-based testing in a variety of settings

(experiment 2), automated, remote testing was equivalent to manual sound booth

testing throughout the typical audiometric range (P5.04).

' Data described in this chapter were previously published in Whitton et al (2016) Validation of a self-administered
audiometry application: An equivalence study. Laryngoscope
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Conclusion: These data represent a proof of concept that several self-administered,

automated hearing measurements are statistically equivalent to manual measurements

made by an audiologist in the clinic. The demonstration of statistical equivalency for

these basic behavioral hearing tests points toward the eventual feasibility of monitoring

progressive or fluctuant hearing disorders outside of the clinic to increase the efficiency

of clinical information collection.
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2.1 Introduction

Diagnosing and treating hearing loss represents a formidable public health

challenge that is expected to worsen in the near future. An estimated 48 million

individuals currently live with hearing loss (HL) in the US, and this number is expected

to double over the next 20 years due to changing population demographics (1, 2).

Audiological service providers in the US are already in high demand, and the mismatch

between service providers and patients who need assessment and treatment is

expected to grow to unsustainable levels in the coming decade (2, 3). Widening the lens

beyond the US, of the estimated 360 million people who live with disabling HL

worldwide, most live in regions where audiological services are scarce (4).

To address the mismatch between supply and demand in the US hearing

services market, the efficiency or size of the current cadre of hearing healthcare

providers must increase by a factor of 2 over the next decade(2, 3). There is no

indication that this gap in patient care will be filled by a doubling of trained personnel(2,

3). Logically, this points toward the central importance of increases in clinical efficiency

as the most plausible means to solve the impending supply and demand dilemma.

Some savings are likely to be found in developing more efficient standards for the

diagnosis and management of HL. Audiologic behavioral tests represent a direct

measure of hearing ability and currently require substantial time costs from doctorally

trained clinicians because they are performed manually, making this form of information

collection a reasonable target for increased efficiency.
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Audiologic behavioral tests can be divided into three classes: i.) absolute

detection thresholds, ii.) feature discrimination thresholds and, iii.) speech recognition

testing. As the "gold standard" test of hearing sensitivity, measurements of absolute

detection thresholds (i.e. the pure tone audiogram) are the most commonly performed

audiological behavioral tests. The latter two classes of behavioral tests are employed in

some cases to obtain supplementary information to pure tone audiograms (e.g. multi-

level word recognition testing (5, 6)) but also when characterizing disorders that have

little or no correlation with basic audibility, such as auditory neuropathy spectrum

disorder and auditory processing disorder(7-14). The administration procedures for all

three classes of audiological behavioral tests are standardized to ensure comparable

results across testing facilities, making them amenable to automation and improved

clinical efficiency (3, 15, 16).

Margolis and Morgan(3) estimated that by automating 80% of pure tone

audiograms currently performed by clinicians, each audiologist could see an additional

139 patients annually (1.5 million patients total), which would only partially close the gap

between supply and demand in the US for basic hearing services. But the Margolis and

Morgan capacity estimates were based on the need for testing to be performed in

available sound treated booths with specialized equipment. The processing power of

smartphones and tablet computers that are now ubiquitous in both developed and

emerging nations (17, 18) make it feasible to distribute applications that could perform

sophisticated, automated audiological testing with consumer grade hardware outside of

sound treated booths. If remote and clinic-based audiology tests were ever to be

considered interchangeable for the eventual purposes of differential diagnosis or
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monitoring response to treatment, it must first be established whether remote and clinic-

based tests are statistically equivalent. This level of rigorous quantitative scrutiny has

not been applied to automated, remote hearing assessment (19-26). This was the

purpose of the present study.

We programmed an interactive application for tablet computers (Surface Pro 2,

Windows 8.1 operating system). Using consumer-grade headphones, this application

provided a means to measure pure-tone audiograms, frequency discrimination

thresholds, and speech in noise recognition scores from participants of varying ages

and hearing abilities. We chose these three measures because each test represents

one of the three classes of audiological behavioral tests (absolute detection, feature

discrimination, and speech recognition) and thus affords a proof of concept for

automated, remote testing across the behavioral test battery. The accuracy of these

remote tests was assessed by comparing home-based results to measurements made

in the same subjects by an audiologist in a clinical sound booth. Our aim was to test

whether the results of home-based, self-administered audiology tests were equivalent to

the same tests administered by an audiologist in a sound-treated booth.

2.2 Materials and Methods

Participants

All procedures were approved by the Human Studies Committee at

Massachusetts Eye and Ear Infirmary and the Committee on the Use of Humans as

Experimental Subjects at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Informed consent

was obtained from each participant. For experiment 1, nineteen individuals (7 female)
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participated in the study, presenting with various degrees of hearing loss (Fig IA),

ranging in age from 25 to 82 years, and reporting a variety of auditory complaints (Fig

SI). Two subjects only completed the first two time points of the study. For experiment

2, we recruited 21 additional subjects to test the repeatability and generalization of the

audiometric findings when clinic-based testing was performed by various ENT and

audiology clinics (see Supplemental Methods for more detail). Most of the participants

in experiment 2 reported chronic tinnitus and presented with hearing thresholds that

ranged from normal hearing to profound HL.

Procedures

For experiment 1, participants were asked to complete pure-tone audiometric,

frequency discrimination, and speech in noise recognition testing in a sound treated

room under the care of a licensed audiologist on two separate visits (clinic visits 1 and

2). Between clinic visits, participants were given a tablet computer and headphones,

shown how to login and open the application, and asked to complete testing from home

on two occasions (home visits 1 and 2). Explanations for how to use the software were

communicated through text and images in the software; subjects were not provided with

any detailed instructions by the experimenters. The tablet microphone was used to

measure noise levels before each session. Our experimental design allowed us to

characterize the accuracy of automated home testing twice for each subject (home test

1 versus clinic test 1 and home test 2 versus clinic test 2). After establishing accuracy

using statistical equivalence testing (27), we asked whether the reliability of home

testing was significantly different from clinic-based testing by comparing the means and

variances of test-retest differences (home 2 versus home 1 and clinic 2 versus clinic 1).
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The means and standard deviations for all difference testing described in this study can

be found in Supplemental Tables 1 and 2. In experiment 2, we measured the accuracy

of remote audiometric tests in a separate sample of patients to manual audiograms that

they had received under the care of various US audiologists, providing a test of the

generalizability of the remote testing approach and a replication of the main findings in

experiment 1. Tablet-based software was developed with the Unity game engine and

scripted in C#.

Diagnostic Tests

Pure-tone audiometry

For clinic-based testing, a licensed audiologist measured detection thresholds

following standard clinical procedures (28) in a sound-treated booth. Contralateral

masking was employed according to the optimized masking approach (29) when

detection thresholds between ears differed by 35 dB or greater based on the reported

interaural attenuation for the TDH-39 headphone (30). For remote testing, participants

interacted with an automated tablet audiogram application using the Bose AE2i

consumer-grade circumaural headphones (see Supplemental Methods and Fig S2 for

description of equipment calibration). These headphones do not provide active noise

cancellation. Although the equipment and reliance on computer guidance were different

from the standard approach for threshold measurements, the testing algorithm (28)

followed the same rules as a clinician. Specifically, tones were presented for 1 sec with

an interstimulus interval of 3-7 sec. Responses (indicated by virtual button press) were

considered hits if they occurred within a response window of 2.5 sec. The tone level
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was decreased by 10 dB following hits and increased by 5 dB following misses.

Threshold was defined as the lowest level that evoked a hit response on 2 of 3

ascending runs or 3 of 6 runs if there was no concordance after 3 runs.

Frequency discrimination thresholds

For both clinic and remote testing, frequency discrimination thresholds were

measured diotically through an interactive two-alternative forced choice software

interface. The center frequency was roved around 2000 Hz, and the threshold was

adaptively measured using standard psychophysical procedures (see Supplemental

Methods for details, (31)).

Speech in noise thresholds

Speech in noise thresholds were estimated using two lists of 35 monosyllabic

words from the Northwestern University 6 lists (32) presented diotically at 70 dB HL.

Our software allowed participants to initiate trials wherein they heard a female speaker

produce monosyllabic words while 6-talker babble played in the background.

Participants were then cued to respond, and their voices were recorded via the tablet

microphone. Recorded responses were transmitted to Massachusetts Eye and Ear

Infirmary computer servers and scored offline. For clinic-based testing, an audiologist

listened to their responses through the talk back on the audiometer and scored whether

or not each word was correct. 50% thresholds were computed using the Spearman-

Karber equation.

Statistical Testing
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We quantified the accuracy of automated home-based hearing assessments by

performing statistical equivalency tests using the two one sided testing procedure

(TOST, (27)). The TOST requires a defined clinical equivalency margin (i.e. difference

in measurement that would not be clinically significant). The shorthand equivalency

margin for clinic-based pure tone audiometry is considered to be +/- 10 dB (33-36). The

clinical margin of equivalence can also be empirically defined from the test-retest

difference for any diagnostic measure. Using this approach, we conservatively defined

equivalency as an audiometric difference value that fell within the measurement margin

of error (80% confidence) as defined by a previous audiometric reliability study (37) and

our own clinical test-retest dataset for speech and frequency discrimination. Cases

where the 90% confidence interval (CI) for accuracy (clinic vs. home) falls within the

clinical equivalency margin provide a visual proxy for the TOST equivalence hypothesis.

P values for all TOST statistics are listed in Supplemental Table 3. We tested for

differences in reliability between remote and clinic-based testing by comparing test-

retest differences for each condition using mixed-model ANOVA for multiple

comparisons and two-sample t-tests for paired comparisons. We also compared test-

retest variances for remote and clinic-based measurements with two-sample F-tests.

Data were log transformed for statistical testing when they were not normally distributed

(normality tested with one-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests). A post hoc power

analysis indicated the study was adequately powered (P=0.2) to test for equivalence

(a=0.025) for all reported comparisons except for 5250 and 12500 Hz pure tone

thresholds. Importantly, a result was only considered statistically significant if criterion

significance level (P 5 0.025) was met for all measurement conditions. For example, a
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home-based audiometric threshold was not considered equivalent to a clinic-based

threshold unless significance was met for both left and right ears during both the first

and second home to clinic comparisons. We viewed this method as the most

conservative approach to data analysis.

2.3 Results

Pure-tone audiometry collected remotely with this application is largely

equivalent to clinic-based testing.

We measured pure tone thresholds at home and in the clinic from subjects with a

wide range of hearing thresholds (Fig1A), ages (Fig SIA), histories of auditory

impairment, and computer tablet experience (Fig SIB-C). The mean differences

between home and clinic testing were small and fell within the clinical equivalency

margin from 500-8000 Hz (Fig 2A and Supplemental Table 4, N = 19 participants).

This finding was repeatable, with the same pattern emerging from the home versus

clinic comparisons at tests 1 and 2 in both left and right ear comparisons. However, very

low frequency thresholds (5250 Hz) were slightly but consistently elevated when

collected at home. Low frequency threshold elevation could be attributed to elevated

levels of low frequency background noise in the home environment (Fig1 B bottom) and

was only observed in subjects with thresholds in the normal range (Supplemental Fig

3). We next compared the test-retest reliability of home versus clinic audiogram

measurements. The difference scores for each testing environment are plotted in Fig

2B and demonstrate considerable overlap between measurements with no repeatable
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significant differences in means (P 20.44, group and group x frequency interaction

terms) or variances (P 20.09, Supplemental Table 1).

Automated, remote measurement of frequency discrimination and word

recognition in noise is equivalent to clinic-based measurements.

We did not expect a slight threshold elevation at very low frequencies to have

any influence on discrimination and recognition abilities that are measured at sound

levels well above ambient room noise. Indeed, we observed that home tests were

statistically equivalent to the clinic-based measurements for suprathreshold tests of

frequency discrimination (Fig3A) and speech recognition in noise (Fig3B) across both

testing repetitions (home 1 versus clinic 1 and home 2 versus clinic 2, N = 19

participants). We next compared the test-retest reliability of home versus clinic

frequency discrimination and speech recognition in noise threshold measurements. The

difference scores for each testing environment are plotted in Fig3A-B (right side) and

reveal considerable overlap between measurements, with no statistical difference in

means or variances (frequency discrimination , P=0.6 means & P=0.6 variances;

speech recognition in noise, P=0.09 means & P=0.5 variances).

Age predicts absolute perceptual scores, but not the accuracy of remote

audiological testing

Hearing difficulties are most prevalent in middle-aged and older adults (1). Thus,

solutions for diagnostic efficiency increases must be amenable to implementation in this

population. While older adults are adopting mobile technologies at higher rates, they

still lag behind younger adults (38). Based on this discrepancy, one could speculate that
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older adults might be less able to accurately self-administer hearing measures using

mobile devices and applications. We enrolled a diverse sample in order to assess the

predictive power of participant age on test results (Fig SIA). Subject age could explain

a significant amount of the variability in audiometric thresholds and speech perception in

noise thresholds (accounting for 38% and 52% of the variability respectively, P=0.005

for both). However, neither age nor degree of HL was a significant factor when

comparing measurements made in clinical settings versus unsupervised testing at home

(R 2<0.17, P 0.12 for all associations). Furthermore, accuracy was not worse for any of

the audiologic tests when individuals who did not own tablets were compared to tablet

owners (P 0.67 for all comparisons). Within our sample, there was no evidence that

participant age, hearing status, or tablet ownership conferred a disadvantage in

diagnostic accuracy on any of the automated, remote audiological tests that were

administered.

Generalization of the home testing approach to a different sample

As a final step, we conducted a second experiment wherein we tested the

generalizability of remote testing in a separate sample of patients (N=21) who had

previously received clinical testing from other audiology and ENT clinics (see

Supplemental Methods). As an example, Fig 4A shows that an audiogram collected at a

Midwestern ENT clinic from a patient who presented with sudden sensorineural HL in

her left ear (solid lines) was captured with a high degree of accuracy using tablet-based

software at that patient's home two days later (broken lines). When comparing clinic-

based audiograms from all patients' medical records to automated, remote test results,
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we observed equivalency from 500-8000 Hz, replicating the results from experiment 1

(Fig 4B).

2.4 Discussion

There are three classes of behavioral audiologic tests that are used for hearing

assessment (absolute detection, feature discrimination, and speech recognition). We

chose a single test from each class and assessed whether measurements made from

home with an automated, tablet application using consumer-grade headphones were

statistically equivalent to manual measurements made by an audiologist in the clinic.

Absolute detection thresholds collected remotely were equivalent to clinic-based

measures across frequencies that convey speech information (500 to 8000 Hz).

Frequency discrimination and speech recognition thresholds were equivalent when

measured remotely and in the clinic.

Validation studies for automated, remote hearing testing have predominately focused on

the sensitivity and specificity of audiograms or speech in noise recognition tests to

identify individuals with elevated detection thresholds (19-26). One exception was a

study that reported the differences between tone detection thresholds obtained with an

iOS application in patients' homes versus manual measurements made in the clinic

(39). Though statistical equivalency was not tested in that study, the reported data were

qualitatively similar to our findings.

While the behavioral tests examined in this study were as accurate when

performed remotely by an application as when an audiologist manually collected them in

the clinic, several obstacles prevent the realization of interchangeable remote and clinic-
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based test results. I.) When hearing sensitivity was normal, accuracy of remote

audiogram measurements was reduced for 250 Hz tones, likely as a consequence of

environmental noise contamination. ii.) The results of air-conducted tests must be

interpreted with caution in the absence of initial otoscopic examination. iii.) Without

coupling bone-conduction to air-conduction measurements, the data from remote

audiograms do not afford clinicians the necessary information to characterize "type" in

addition to "severity" of hearing loss. However, we do not believe that these obstacles

are insurmountable. Active (40) and passive noise (41) reduction techniques have been

shown to reduce the elevation of low frequency thresholds that are measured outside of

sound treated booths, and are incorporated in consumer grade circumaural and in ear

headphones. Additionally, smartphone compatible equipment exists to remotely obtain

otoscopic images and transmit these data to clinicians for review (42), and while the

widespread release of Google Glass has been suspended, it served as an example of

consumer grade hardware that stimulated the cochlea via bone-conduction pathways

(43, 44). The experiments reported here suggest that without further hardware

solutions, the remote testing approach could serve as a means to monitor patients with

known pathology or as an initial screening, wherein normal scores would be

interpretable, but measured loss would provide only screening level information. If

remote testing were ever to move beyond screening to provide true diagnostic-grade

measurements, combined hardware and software solutions will need to reduce ambient

low frequency noise levels below approximately 0 dB HL at the tympanic membrane(45,

46) and provide information concerning external and middle ear transmission.
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Automated, unsupervised audiometry is a feasible, accurate, and reliable

approach for the measurement of tone detection thresholds, frequency discrimination

abilities, and word recognition in noise scores. These three behavioral tests represent

each major class of audiologic behavioral measures. This study provides a proof of

concept that automated, remote testing in relatively quiet environments can provide

equivalent accuracy and reliability to clinic-based measures across a battery of

audiometric behavioral tests.
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2.6 Figures

Figure 1
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Fig 1. (A, left) Air-conduction thresholds from 19 subjects collected in the clinic (red =
right ear, blue = left ear). (A, right) Distribution of pure tone averages (PTA .5 - 2 kHz)
in the sample plotted according to AAO-HNS recommendations (47, B, top) Study
design. (B, bottom) Average ambient noise measurements made at the subjects' homes
(gray line) and in the sound-treated clinical booth (black line) with the tablet computer.
Actual sound-treated clinical booth noise (black broken line) measured with a high-
quality microphone and signal analyzer revealed that the measurement noise floor of
the tablet exceeded all clinic and some home ambient noise measurements (see
Supplemental Methods for details).
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Figure 2
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Fig 2. (A) Means and 90% confidence intervals are plotted for differences between
home and clinic testing. Difference scores were measured twice (Home 1 - Clinic 1
indicated by broken lines and Home 2 - Clinic 2 indicated by darker solid lines). The
clinical equivalence margin defines the upper and lower bounds of the dark gray area.
(B) Means and standard deviations are plotted for differences between testing sessions
1 and 2 made at home ("H", gray) and by an audiologist at the clinic ("C", black).
Measurements made for the right (A&B, top) and left (A&B, bottom) ears were plotted
and analyzed separately.
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Figure 3
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Fig 3. (A, left) Differences between home and clinic frequency discrimination testing are
plotted for individual subjects (gray circles). The 90% confidence intervals for
differences in home and clinic testing for tests 1 and 2 are indicated by gray boxes. The
clinical equivalence margin defines the upper and lower bounds of the dark gray area.
(A, right) Measurement differences between tests 1 and 2 made by subjects at home
(gray circles) and by an audiologist at the clinic (black circles). Mean differences +/- 1
standard deviation are indicated by boxes for each comparison. (B) The same plotting
conventions described for (A) are used to depict the accuracy and reliability of speech in
noise testing. Directions of threshold change for accuracy and reliability comparisons
match the convention used in Fig 2.
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Figure 4
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Fig 4. (A) Audiograms for a patient diagnosed with sudden sensorineural HL in the left
ear. The solid lines (red = right ear and blue = left ear) represent measurements made
by an audiologist at a Midwestern ENT clinic, and broken lines indicate automated
measurements made with a tablet from the patient's home two days later. (B) Means
and 90% confidence intervals are plotted for differences between automated home
testing and clinical audiograms from 21 patients' medical records. The left ear and right
ear data were analyzed separately but are plotted on the same figure (left = lighter gray,
right = darker gray). The clinical equivalence margin defines the upper and lower
bounds of the dark gray area, as per Fig 2A.
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2.7 Supplemental Materials

2.7.1 Supplemental Figures

Supplemental Figure 1
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SuppFigl. (A) Distribution of participant age in the sample for experiment 1. (B) Distribution of
subject complaints (NC = no complaints, HA = hearing aid use, Tinn = tinnitus, and SIN =
speech-in-noise), and (C) mobile technology adoption (Tab = tablet, SP = smartphone). (D)
Asymmetry of audiometric thresholds for each subject plotted as a function of frequency. Gray
line indicates mean asymmetry across the sample.
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SuppFig2. (A) Difference between automated thresholds collected with consumer grade
headphones and manual clinical thresholds collected with clinic grade headphones for individual
subjects (thick black line = mean difference). RETSPL values were corrected using the KEMAR
transfer function described in the Supplemental Methods (N = 10). (B) Same type of comparison
as (A) but including another sample of 12 subjects with RETSPL values defined by the
behavioral calibration detailed in the Supplemental Methods (thick black line = mean difference).
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Supplemental Figure 3
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SuppFig3. (A) Difference (Diff) between home (H) and clinical (C) thresholds plotted as a
function of clinical threshold for low frequency carriers ( 1000 Hz). (B) Same as (A) but for mid
to high frequency carriers ( 2000 Hz). Black lines indicate a quadratic fit to the data. The gray
line in (A) represents a linear fit of data within the normal hearing range. Directions of threshold
change for accuracy and reliability comparisons match the convention used in Fig 2 from the
main text.
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Supplemental Figure 4
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SuppFig4. (A) Clinic-based audiograms that were obtained from patient medical records for 21
individuals who participated in experiment 2 (red = right ear and blue = left ear). (A, right)
Distribution of pure tone averages (PTA .5 - 2 kHz) in the sample plotted according to AAO-
HNS recommendations. (B) Distribution of participant age in the sample for experiment 2.
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2.7.2 Supplemental Tables

Supplemental Table 1: Comparisons of home and clinic-based audiograms: signed
and unsigned mean and standard deviations of difference scores.

Signed Differences in Audiometric Thresholds I I I
Carrier Frequency (Hz)

125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000 12500 16000
HIvCI L Ear Mean 7.63 8.42 2.89 1.94 0.00 3.23 0.85 1.54 -3.44

Std 6.53 9.73 8.71 5.88 5.27 7.38 8.47 10.24 7.91
Dev

HIvC1 R Ear Mean 7.37 8.42 1.84 0.53 0.53 4.47 0.79 1.07 -2.19
Std 6.74 8.00 5.33 5.98 6.21 7.05 9.02 6.84 7.07
Dev

H2vC2 L Ear Mean 8.71 11.37 1.87 1.44 -0.59 3.24 1.67 2.44 -3.03
Std 6.88 9.11 8.14 6.75 5.56 8.28 5.88 7.76 7.36
Dev

H2vC2 R Ear Mean 8.24 9.12 2.35 3.24 0.59 3.53 1.56 2.26 -7.19
Std 7.06 8.15 7.31 6.11 5.27 7.66 9.61 7.36 7.50
Dev

H2vHI L Ear Mean 0.16 -1.15 -0.63 -1.25 -0.31 1.02 -1.37 1.25 -5.00
Std 8.39 10.38 7.72 5.60 5.31 4.99 6.96 10.90 7.75
Dev

H2vH1 R Ear Mean 2.19 -0.63 -0.63 -1.88 -0.63 -0.31 0.33 0.60 -0.63
Std 7.06 8.34 6.02 4.43 6.29 5.31 9.72 5.00 6.23
Dev I

C2vCI L Ear Mean -1.47 -1.18 -0.59 0.59 0.59 -0.29 0.94 -1.92 3.12
Std 4.60 5.46 4.64 5.56 5.83 6.24 6.12 4.35 4.58
Dev

C2vCI R Ear Mean -2.65 -1.18 -0.59 -0.88 1.18 1.76 -1.47 -0.42 9.44
Std 6.40 6.74 5.56 3.64 3.32 4.31 8.06 3.34 12.36
Dev

Generalization* Mean NaN 3.81 -2.62 1.43 -0.48 4.05 4.29 NaN NaN
L Ear Std NaN 6.31 5.39 7.44 7.73 6.82 8.26 NaN NaN

Dev

Generalization Mean NaN 5.71 -1.43 1.30 -1.43 5.82 2.78 NaN NaN
R Ear Std NaN 6.57 5.28 5.11 7.10 3.82 7.58 NaN NaN

Dev
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Absolute Differences in Audiometric Thresholds I I
Carrier Frequency
(Hz)

125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000 12500 16000
H1vC1 L Ear Mean 8.68 10.53 6.58 4.57 3.68 5.34 6.15 7.35 7.35

Std 4.96 7.24 6.25 4.06 3.67 5.96 5.69 7.02 3.79
Dev

H1vCI R Ear Mean 8.55 10.00 5.26 4.65 4.21 5.69 6.65 5.99 6.84
Std 5.05 6.88 5.32 3.75 3.77 5.75 5.46 6.13 3.32
Dev

H2vC2 L Ear Mean 8.71 11.96 6.88 4.97 3.53 6.76 3.67 5.78 6.56
Std 6.88 8.28 4.43 4.65 4.24 5.57 4.81 5.51 3.67
Dev

H2vC2 R Ear Mean 8.82 9.71 5.88 5.59 4.12 7.06 7.81 6.07 8.44
Std 6.26 7.39 4.76 3.91 3.18 4.35 5.47 4.43 5.86
Dev

H2vH1 L Ear Mean 6.09 8.02 5.63 3.75 3.44 4.15 5.37 7.08 5.00
Std 5.55 6.36 5.12 4.25 3.97 2.77 4.42 8.11 7.75
Dev

H2vHI R Ear Mean 5.31 6.25 3.75 3.13 5.00 3.44 7.00 3.24 4.37
Std 4.99 5.32 4.65 3.59 3.65 3.97 6.49 3.74 4.17
Dev

C2vC1 L Ear Mean 3.24 3.53 3.53 4.12 4.12 4.41 4.69 3.46 4.37
Std 3.51 4.24 2.94 3.64 4.04 4.29 3.86 3.15 3.20
Dev

C2vC1 R Ear Mean 4.41 4.71 4.12 2.65 1.76 3.53 6.18 2.08 9.44
Std 5.27 4.83 3.64 2.57 3.03 2.94 5.16 2.57 12.36
Dev

Generalization* Mean NaN 5.71 3.57 5.24 5.24 5.95 7.14 NaN NaN
L Ear Std NaN 4.55 4.78 5.36 5.58 5.15 5.82 NaN NaN

Dev I

Generalization Mean NaN 7.14 3.81 3.46 4.76 6.32 5.64 NaN NaN
R Ear Std NaN 4.89 3.84 3.91 5.36 2.86 5.65 NaN NaN

Dev

H1vC1 = Homel - Clinic 1
H2vC2= Home2 - Clinic 2
H2vH1 = Home 2 - Home 1
C2vC1 = Clinic 2 - Clinic 1

*Generalization experiment refers to home threshold - threshold data from medical record in 11
separate subjects.
125, 12500, and 16000 Hz were not tested for the measurements in their medical records, so no
comparison could be made between the home and clinical tests at those frequencies.
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Supplemental Table 2: Comparisons of home and clinic-based frequency
discrimination thresholds and speech in noise scores: signed and unsigned mean and
standard deviations of difference scores.

Differences in Suprathreshold Measures

FD signed FD abs SIN signed SIN abs
H1vC1 Mean 0.22 0.61 -0.18 0.93

StdDev 1.03 0.85 1.2 0.76

H2vC2 Mean 0.51 0.66 0.75 1
Std Dev 1.54 1.47 1.17 0.95

H2vH1 Mean -0.52 0.66 0.03 1.48
Std Dev 1.73 1.68 1.79 0.93

C2vC1 Mean -0.81 1.32 -0.9 1.3
Std Dev 2.29 2.01 1.33 0.92

H1vC1 = Homel - Clinic 1
H2vC2= Home2 - Clinic 2
H2vH1 = Home 2 - Home 1
C2 v C1 = Clinic 2 - Clinic 1
FD = Frequency Discrimination
SIN = Speech in Noise
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Supplemental Table 3: P values for all TOST analyses of signed difference scores.

P values associated with Two One Sided Testing in manuscript

Measure Comparison
Left Ear Right Ear
HlvC1* H2vC2* H1vC1 H2VC2

125 0.87 0.94 0.82 0.91
250 0.61 0.94 0.63 0.74
500 0.02 0.01 1.89E-04 7.66E-03

Audiogram 1000 6.82E-04 1.76E-03 8.10E-05 0.01
Experiment 1 2000 1.56E-04 1.33E-03 1.59E-03 8.80E-04

4000 6.19E-03 0.02 0.02 0.02
8000 1.11 E-03 3.1 IE-04 9.35E-04 6.57E-03
12500 0.09 0.1 0.02 0.08
16000 0.21 0.19 0.002813 0.69

Left Ear Right Ear
H1vC1 H1vC1

250 4.37E-03 0.08
Audiogram 500 4.79E-04 3.57E-05
Experiment 2 1000 1.25E-03 2.44E-05
Generalization 2000 4.38E-03 9.52E-03

4000 8.35E-03 0.01
8000 0.02 2.55E-03

Diotic Diotic
H1vC1 H2vC2

FD 1.31 E-06 5.27E-05
SIN 9.14E-07 4.77E-05

*The TOST produces two p values (for the comparison with the higher
and lower end of the clinical equivalency range). We followed the
convention of reporting the higher of the two p values here.
Results that met statistical significance are italicized.

FD = Frequency Discrimination
SIN = Speech in Noise
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Supplemental Table 4. Percentage of ears with home thresholds values within the
clinical equivalence margin.

% Thresholds within clinical test-
retest limit
Audiogra
m

Carrier Frequency (Hz)
125 25 500 100 200 400 800 125 160

0 0 0 0 0 00 00
H1vC1 76% 71 95 97 100 92% 86% 86% 94%

% % % %

H2vC2 74% 56 91 97 97% 85% 87% 92% 87%
% % %

H2vH1 91% 84 94 97 97% 97% 90% 96% 93%
% % %

C2vC1 97% 91 100 100 97% 100 94% 100 94%
% % % % %

Generaliza NaN 88 93 93 95% 95% 85% NaN NaN
tion* % % %

Suprathreshold H1vC1 = Homel - Clinic 1
FD SI H2vC2= Home2 - Clinic 2

N
H1vC1 94% 88 H2vH1 = Home 2 - Home 1

C2 v C1 = Clinic 2 - Clinic 1
H2vC2 94% 88 FD = Frequency Discrimination

SIN = Speech In Noise
H2vH1 94% 75 *Generalization experiment refers to

% home threshold - data
from medical record in 11 separate

subjects.
C2vC1 81% 81 Clinical Limit Audiogram = within 10

% dB
Clinical Limit FD = within 2.2%
Clinical Limit SIN = within 1.7 dB
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2.7.3 Supplemental Methods

Noise measurements

Microphone sensitivity on a single Microsoft Surface Pro 2 was compared with a

Bruel and Kjer type 2670 1/4 in microphone in response to a broadband noise

presented in the free field. Ambient sound pressure levels were measured through the

microphone on the tablet computer for a 2s period prior to all measurements made at

home or in the clinical sound booth. These recordings were analyzed offline to detect

and remove contamination by acoustic transients (e.g. coughing, moving the tablet, and

speaking). The noise measurements in the clinic sound booth were higher than

expected, suggesting to us that these measurements might represent the noise floor of

the tablet (self-generated noise and microphone sensitivity). We verified this hypothesis

by measuring noise levels in the sound booth using a Hewlett-Packard 35660A signal

analyzer coupled to a Bruel and Kjar type 4134 1/2 in microphone. This equipment

configuration had a very low measurement noise floor and afforded true dB SPL

measurements of ambient sound levels across the frequency range of interest. The

acoustic noise floor of the sound booth measured using this approach is plotted in Fig

1 B and confirms that tablet measurements made in the sound booth reflect the tablet's

noise floor, as the acoustic noise floor in the sound-treated booth was substantially

lower across the measured frequency range.

Equipment Calibration

Four sets of Bose AE2i headphones were coupled to a Knowles Electronics

Mannequin for Auditory Research (KEMAR). A pair of Etymotic ER-1 1 1% in
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microphones recorded sound levels of a click stimulus at the approximate positions of

the tympanic membranes. The transfer function of the Bose AE2i headphones was

defined as the mean function across 8 measurements (4 sets of headphones x 2 ears).

Clinical audiometers express sound level in dB Hearing Level (dB HL). This is a

behaviorally normalized scale, wherein the frequency-specific, average thresholds

measured in dB Sound Pressure Level (dB SPL) across a group of normal hearing

individuals is defined as 0 dB HL. These behavioral data are then used to create a

conversion table between dB SPL to dB HL. This table is called the Reference

Equivalent Threshold Sound Pressure Level (RETSPL) and is specific to each

headphone. In the case of circumaural headphones, the RETSPLs defined for two

different headphones in the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) 2010

audiometer specifications (1) reflect the threshold equivalent dB SPL measured on an

artificial ear (type 1 coupler) with an applied force of 10 N. Generalizing the RETSPLs to

the consumer grade headphones used in this study would be expected to pose at least

two problems. i.) While calibrating with 10 N of force reflects the actual test conditions of

clinical headphones, it overestimates the force of consumer grade headphones, which

are built with comfort rather than acoustic variability in mind. This is expected to cause

overestimates of low-frequency sound level due to leakage from the consumer grade

products. ii.) The differences in headphone speaker locations and orientations will

cause variability in sound pressure measurements. To address these problems, we

characterized the transfer function between measurements made with a Larson Davis

AEC 101 artificial ear using ANSI specifications and the sound level measured at the

eardrum when worn on the head as approximated by KEMAR using the Bose and TDH
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39 headphones. We were then able to use the difference in these transfer functions to

correct the RETSPL values defined for the TDH 39 headphones in the ANSI 2010

audiometer specifications and apply them to our Bose headphones. Using this as a

means to define dB HL, we recruited 10 subjects, who did not participate in any other

studies, to complete supervised manual testing using clinical equipment and to

complete automated testing with the consumer-grade equipment used in this study.

Both clinical and automated tests were performed in a sound treated booth. We

observed good agreement between clinical and automated thresholds with the Bose

headphones using the KEMAR corrected RETSPLs (Supplemental Fig 2A). However,

low frequency thresholds were somewhat lower and mid frequencies were elevated with

the Bose headphones. We believed that this difference was likely a product of our

inability to fully capture the acoustic variability that accompanied differing head/ear

anatomy and headphone placement in our limited measurements.

To further examine the difference between thresholds obtained with the clinical

headphones and consumer grade headphones using the KEMAR corrected RETPLs we

computed a behavioral calibration from these 10 subjects that would equalize

thresholds across measurements made with clinical and consumer-grade headphones.

These RETSPL values were then used when collecting automated thresholds from an

additional group of 12 subjects in a sound treated booth with the Bose headphones

(Supplemental Fig 2B). When comparing these thresholds to the clinical thresholds,

we found good agreement across the audiometric range. These RETSPL values were

then used to convert dB SPL to dB HL for the Bose headphones in the home testing

equivalence study reported in the main text. It is important to note that these 10
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individuals whose thresholds were used to compute RETSPLs for the Bose headphones

did not participate in the diagnostic testing described in the main text.

Diagnostic Tests

Clinic Testing

Two clinic testing sessions were performed under the supervision of a licensed

Audiologist an average of 7+/- 2 weeks apart. The same clinician performed the first and

second testing sessions except in 3 cases, where a different audiologist performed the

second testing. The audiologist provided instruction before testing and ensured that the

test environment was free of distractions (e.g. active cell phone). All testing was

performed in a sound-treated research booth.

Absolute detection thresholds

A licensed Audiologist measured detection thresholds following the modified

Hughson-Westlake procedure (2) in a sound-treated research booth. Signals were

generated using an Interacoustics AC40 or Madsen Astera clinical audiometer and

delivered through supra-aural headphones (TDH-39 or DD 45) for tones in the clinical

audiometric range (125-8000 Hz) and circumaural headphones (Sennheiser HD200) for

high frequency tones (12000 & 16000 Hz). Contralateral masking was employed

according to the optimized masking approach 3 when detection thresholds between ears

differed by 35 dB or greater based on the reported interaural attenuation for the TDH-39

headphone (4) (a 15 dB air-bone gap was conservatively assumed in the computation

as bone conduction threshold were not measured).
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Frequency discrimination thresholds

Frequency discrimination thresholds were measured through an interactive user

interface on the tablet while wearing the Bose AE2i headphones. Subjects saw two

speaker icons on the left and right of the screen. On each trial they were given a prompt

to listen and then heard two amplitude modulated tones (duration = 1.2s) that were

separated by a 0.5s interstimulus interval. The subject was asked to indicate which tone

was higher in pitch by pressing the left or right speaker. The center frequency and

intensity of the tones were roved around 2000 Hz (+- 200 Hz) and 36 dB Sensation

Level (+-6 dB) to remove off-task listening cues. The two-down-one -up procedure (5)

was used to converge on the 70.7% correct point. The frequency difference between

the two intervals was initially 400 Hz (20% of the center frequency) and changed by a

factor of 1.5 for the first 5 reversals, decreasing to a factor of 1.2 for the last 7 reversals.

The geometric mean of the last 6 reversals was used to compute the run value. Four

runs were repeated and the median value across runs was used to define the

participant's threshold.

Speech in noise thresholds

Speech in noise threshold estimates were made for two 35 word lists from the

Words In Noise test materials (6) diotically presented at 70 dBHL over the Bose AE2i

headphones. Our software allowed participants to initiate trials wherein they heard a

female speaker produce monosyllabic words while 6-talker babble played in the

background at signal-to-noise ratios that varied from 24 to 0 dB SNR in 4 dB steps

(level of target speech was reduced and babble remained at a constant level).
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Participants were then cued to respond, and their voices were recorded via the

microphone on the tablet. An audiologist listened to their responses through the talk

back on the audiometer and scored whether or not each word was correct in real time.

Answers were later verified offline by comparing the scoring of the recorded response to

the Audiologist's score sheet measured. Thresholds (50% correct) were computed

using the Spearman-Karber equation.

Home testing

Two unsupervised home testing sessions were performed by each participant an

average of 5 +/- 3 weeks apart. Before the first-testing session began, the software

application instructed each subject on how to make reliable measurements from their

home environment (e.g. choose a quiet location, do not chew gum or use any candy

during testing).

The frequency discrimination and speech in noise tasks were performed at the

participant's home using the same procedures as were described for the clinical tests,

except only offline scoring of voice recordings could be performed with the speech in

noise test. Absolute detection thresholds were measured with an automated audiogram

application on the tablet, while wearing the Bose AE2i consumer grade headphones.

While the equipment was different and the test was automated rather than manually

performed by a professional, the algorithm 2 followed the same rules as a clinician.

Contralateral masking was employed according to the optimized masking approach (3)

when detection thresholds between ears differed by 20 dB or greater based on our

measurement of the interaural attenuation for the Bose AE2i headphones (a 15 dB air-
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bone gap was conservatively assumed in the computation as bone conduction threshold

were not measured).

Managing "no response" outcomes in audiometric thresholds

At carrier frequencies above 8 kHz, many individuals did not respond to sound at

the maximum SPL. Specifically, "no response" outcomes were recorded at presentation

level limits 26% of the time for 12.5 kHz carriers and 50% of the time at 16 kHz carriers.

We found a similar pattern for the home-based testing ("no response" at limits 21% of

the time for 12.5 kHz carriers and 52% of the time for 16 kHz carriers). For home

testing, there were also two occasions wherein an 8 kHz threshold could not be

measured at the equipment limits. While shared "no response" outcomes (84% of

examples) between the clinic and home tests offer qualitative agreement between

methods, this categorical outcome could not be included in a numerical statistical

equivalence analysis. This was considered to be the most conservative analysis

approach.

Interaction between Hearing Level and Threshold Accuracy

A key limitation of the accuracy of home-based audiometry was a modest, but

persistent elevation of low-frequency thresholds compared to clinical measures. Since

noise levels at subjects' homes were higher for low frequency sounds, we reasoned that

low frequency noise was the limiting factor associated with threshold accuracy. This

hypothesis generated 2 predictions. 1.) Low frequency thresholds should only be

elevated at home if the clinical thresholds were low to begin with. In other words, if

subjects presented to the clinic with low frequency hearing loss, then the environmental
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noise in the home environment would not be expected to affect threshold accuracy. 2.)

This interaction between clinical thresholds and accuracy should be limited to low

frequency carriers since environmental noise in the mid to high frequency range were

similar in the home and sound treated booth when measured with the tablet

microphone. We tested these predictions by plotting home threshold elevation as a

function of clinical hearing loss for low frequency carriers (5 1000 Hz, Supplemental

Figure 3A) and high frequency carriers ( 2000 Hz, Supplemental Figure 3B). We

found that while there was a strong dependence of threshold elevation on amount of

hearing loss for low frequency carriers, there was no relationship between amount of

hearing loss and threshold elevation for high frequency carriers. We also noted that this

relationship was restricted to clinical hearing levels below 20 dB HL (x intercept of linear

fit = 19.6 dB HL), the limit of normal hearing sensitivity. Thus, if subjects presented with

thresholds within normal limits, a 0.63 dB elevation in home thresholds was expected

for every 1 dB improvement in clinical thresholds relative to the normative limits. In this

sense, low frequency noise contamination is only a concern for subjects with low

frequency sensitivity in the normal range.

Generalization of Audiogram Accuracy to a Separate Patient Population

In experiment 1, individual subjects were tested by an audiologist in a clinical

setting and at home, using an automated testing software and consumer grade

headphones. A more demanding test of the equivalence for home-based, automated

audiometry is a comparison with manual audiograms performed at patients' home

clinics, outside the context of our research study. We had an opportunity to make such

a comparison for experiment 2. As part of a separate study in our lab, we had enrolled a
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cohort of patients who were living with tinnitus and/or hearing loss and did not use

hearing aids. These subjects signed release forms that allowed us to requisition their

audiological records from their home audiology or ENT clinics. They also completed

home audiometric testing with the software described in experiment 1. All subjects had

undergone audiological testing at their home clinic within a year and a half of entering

our study (Supplemental Fig 4). We computed the difference between their home-

based and clinical audiograms and tested their equivalency (Fig 4B).
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Chapter 3: Immersive audiomotor game play enhances neural and perceptual
salience of weak signals in noise 2

Abstract

All sensory systems face the fundamental challenge of encoding weak signals in

noisy backgrounds. Though discrimination abilities can improve with practice, these

benefits rarely generalize to untrained stimulus dimensions. Inspired by recent findings

that action video game training can impart a broader spectrum of benefits than

traditional perceptual learning paradigms, we trained adult humans and mice in an

immersive audio game that challenged them to forage for hidden auditory targets in a

two-dimensional soundscape. Both species learned to modulate their angular search

vectors and target approach velocities based on real time changes in the level of a

weak tone embedded in broadband noise. In humans, mastery of this tone in noise task

generalized to an improved ability to comprehend spoken sentences in speech babble

noise. Neural plasticity in the auditory cortex of trained mice supported improved

decoding of low-intensity sounds at the training frequency and an enhanced resistance

to interference from background masking noise. These findings highlight the potential

to improve the neural and perceptual salience of degraded sensory stimuli through

immersive computerized games.

2 Data presented in this chapter were previously published in Whitton et al (2016) Immersive audiomotor game
play enhances neural and perceptual salience of weak signals in noise. Proceedings of the National Academy of
Sciences 111(25):E2606-E2615
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3.1 Introduction

Efficient search for resources is critical to the survival of most species. As such,

foraging represents a conserved, adaptive behavior that drives decision making under

the types of naturalistic contexts for which brains have evolved. Efficient foraging

involves the dynamic integration of sensory cues, memory, and the costs and values

associated with foraging decisions (1-3). The sensory cues used to guide foraging can

be either discrete or gradient-based. For instance, moths, dogs and humans navigate

odor gradients using characteristic casting and zig-zagging behaviors in response to

dynamic somatosensory and olfactory cues (4-6). While the successful execution of

these behaviors would be expected to strongly rely on the integration of rapidly

changing, weak and noisy sensory information, previous work has primarily focused on

computations involved in cost/value decisions related to the exploration/exploitation

tradeoff (1, 2, 7-9), rather than whether and how foraging behavior is refined through

learned associations between these dynamic sensory cues and reinforcement signals

(but see, 10-12).

Accumulating evidence suggests that sensory learning in mature animals reflects

the coordinated activation of sensory brain areas and neuromodulatory control nuclei

(13). Of these neuromodulatory systems, cholinergic and dopaminergic neurons in the

nucleus basalis and ventral tegmental area, respectively, have been observed to code

cognitive operations of cue detection (14, 15) and reward prediction (16) associated

with behaviorally relevant sensory stimuli and to subserve learning in complex sensory-
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guided tasks (17). Theoretically, these learning systems are maximally engaged by

tasks that require the continuous interplay of sensory cues, dynamically updated motor

action programs, and neuromodulatory feedback as occurs during the naturalistic

process of sensory guided foraging. This "closed-loop" approach to perceptual training

has very little in common with traditional perceptual learning studies; wherein, isolated

and unpredictable stimuli are presented at low rates with sparse, temporally distant

feedback signals and training improvements typically do not generalize beyond the

specific practice materials. By contrast, sensory-guided foraging shares many

characteristics with exploration-based, immersive sensorimotor learning tasks such as

musical training (18, 19) and action video game play (20-22), which appear to promote

highly generalizable improvements in sensory perception (18, 20, 21). Training

protocols that engage learning circuits at high rates and result in generalized

improvements in sensory perception offer appealing therapeutic options for perceptual

disorders that have traditionally been considered untreatable (23, 24), making the study

of sensory guided foraging behavior both theoretically interesting and clinically relevant.

Much like our foraging ancestors, the modern urbanite faces the challenge of

guiding his/her behaviors using noisy, dynamic sensory cues. Examples of these

conditions abound in the auditory domain, where distractors can impede communication

with friends at social gatherings, instruction from teachers in classrooms, or

transmission of information via a cellular phone. As the extraction of weak signals from

background distractors represents a universal perceptual problem, presenting in the

hearing impaired and typically hearing alike (25-30), it offers a good test case for the

malleability of perceptual skill following practice on an auditory foraging task.
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Using a combination of psychophysical measurements and in vivo

neurophysiological recordings in humans and mice respectively, we examined i.)

whether subjects could improve their efficiency on a closed-loop auditory foraging task

requiring them to continuously discriminate changes in the level of a faint sound

embedded in masking noise, ii.) the behavioral strategies used to solve the foraging

task, iii.) if, in humans, learning in the context of foraging transferred to untrained tests

of speech recognition in the presence of distractors, and iv.) if, in mice, foraging

experience altered the neural representation of target signals and distractors in primary

sensory cortex. We found that while both humans and mice learned to improve their

foraging efficiency with practice, disparate behavioral strategies were employed both

within and across species. Furthermore, behavioral improvements on the foraging game

were associated with improved speech perception in noise abilities in humans and

enhanced neural representation of weak, noisy signals in primary auditory cortex of

mice.

3.2 Materials and Methods

Auditory Foraging Task Procedures

All procedures performed with humans were approved by the Human Studies

Committee at Massachusetts Eye and Ear Infirmary and the Committee on the Use of

Humans as Experimental Subjects at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. 20

young adult subjects with audiologically-confirmed normal hearing sensitivity

participated in this study. Subjects were randomly assigned to train on the auditory

foraging task (n= 10, 8 female, mean age = 28 yrs 3) for one month (30 min per day
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for 5 days per week) or to be passively exposed to the training stimuli (n= 10, 6 female,

mean age = 26 yrs 3) over the same time period. Humans controlled the movements

of an avatar in a 2-dimensional virtual arena using a gamepad (Logitech F310) in the

context of a custom audio game. The game was downloaded on the participants' laptop

PCs and circumaural headphones (Razer Carcharias) were provided. Humans used

audio feedback (level of a continuous 500 Hz tone) to guide their avatar to a location

associated with the lowest sound level. A broadband masker of ~ 65 dB SPL (calibrated

at their initial visit) was played continuously as a distractor. Like the mice, human

subjects received no verbal instructions about the goals of the game; rather they

learned to forage for rewards (points) through trial and error. All data from training

sessions and passive listening were automatically uploaded to our servers at the

Massachusetts Eye and Ear Infirmary using a secure file transfer protocol.

All procedures performed with mice were approved by the Animal Care and Use

Committee at Massachusetts Eye and Ear Infirmary and followed the guidelines

established by the National Institutes of Health for the care and use of laboratory

animals. 8 male CBA-CaJ mice, aged 6 weeks, were water restricted and their light dark

cycles were reversed. 4 mice were chosen to train on the auditory foraging task, and the

other 4 served as passively exposed controls. Passive exposure was implemented

through yoking; while one mouse was training, their yoked counterpart was placed in an

elevated listening chamber situated inside the training arena. The auditory foraging task

for mice was similar to the game played by humans except that it occurred in a physical

(rather than virtual) space (40 x 65 cm, sound treated, training arena with overhead

tweeter) and utilized a 16 kHz (rather than 500 Hz) carrier frequency for the tone. The
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position of the mouse relative to the target was monitored with a webcam (Creative

Labs) and custom software. If the mouse was able to navigate to the target location (a

14 cm diameter circle) and remain within this space for 2 seconds, the auditory stimulus

stopped, indicating that the mouse could return to the water spout for a reward of

variable magnitude. Mice generally completed 40 to 50 trials per day. Mice were trained

on the foraging task for approximately three months.

Auditory Foraging Task Data Analysis

For the moment-by-moment behavioral analysis, we divided behavioral traces

from training trials into movement vectors that were subsampled every 0.3 s. At any

given time point, the optimal bearing towards the target could be calculated between the

forager's current position and the target location. By subtracting the forager's actual

movement vector at each 0.3 s behavioral 'moment' from the ideal bearing, we were

able to represent, with search trajectories, how the forager's movements deviated from

the optimal search vector. Toward target bias of search trajectories was quantified as

the mean cosine of difference vectors across each trial (max possible value = 1). SNR

bias was quantified in a similar fashion using the absolute value of the sine of the

vectors subtracted from random performance, defined as the sine of an average vector

angle of -T/4 (max possible value = .707). Speed target bias and SNR bias were

quantified in the same manner as described for the angular measures. The difference

between these two methods was that the length of each behavioral response vector

was defined as the speed at which the animal or avatar was moving (rather than 1). All

vectors were binned into 1 of 16 categories from 0 to 15-rr/8 rad in increments of -rr/8.

The mean speed was calculated for all response vector categories and then normalized
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before the cosine or sine of the vectors was determined. Due to binning effects,

maximum possible speed SNR bias was 0.63.

Tests of Learning Transfer

All testing was performed in a sound-treated research booth. We tested whether

learning on the foraging task transferred outside of the task demands by making pre-

and post-intervention measurements of signal in noise perception using both tonal and

speech stimuli. Tone in noise detection thresholds were measured using a two-interval,

two-alternative forced choice procedure. Stimuli were generated and the testing protocol

was implemented using the SoundGen system (82) to adaptively identify the threshold

for 79% response accuracy (83). Thresholds were measured for tones with carrier

frequencies of 250, 375, 500 and 750. Speech perception in noise was measured using

a standard clinical assessment tool called the Quick Sentence in Noise Test (84,

QuickSIN) that is meant to assess real-world hearing in noise abilities. This test requires

that a listener extract and repeat a sentence (with low predictability) spoken by a target

female speaker in the presence of four-talker babble at increasingly difficult SNRs.

Neurophysiological Recording Procedures

Trained (n = 4) and passively exposed (n =4) mice were anesthetized (120 kg/mg

ketamine and 12 mg/kg xylazine) and a scalpel was used to make a 4 x 3 mm

(rostrocaudal x mediolateral) craniotomy over the right auditory cortex. A 16-channel

silicone probe (177 pm 2 contact area, 50 pm contacts on each of four shanks, 125 pm

between shanks, NeuroNexus) was inserted orthogonal to the cortical surface to record

multiunit responses from the middle cortical layers (0.3 - 0.5 mm). To ensure cortical
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recordings were performed equivalently in passively exposed and trained mice, we first

identified the caudal, low-frequency boundary and then proceeded to make three

progressive recordings along the tonotopic axis of auditory cortex.

All acoustic stimuli were generated using a 24 bit Digital to Analog Converter

(National Instruments Model PXI-4461) and delivered to the left ear of the mouse via

custom miniature acoustic assemblies. Frequency Response Areas (FRA) were

measured at each recording site by pseudorandomly presenting tone pips (50 ms

duration and 5 ms cosine squared onset and offset ramps) with carrier frequencies of 4

to 48.5 kHz in 0.12 octave steps at intensity levels from 0 to 80 dB SPL in 5 dB steps.

Additionally, we also measured FRAs, using these same procedures, under 4

continuous background noise conditions (noise = 40-70 dB SPL).

Neurophysiological Data Analysis

The raw response traces were digitized at 32-bit, 24.4 kHz (RZ5 BioAmp

Processor, Tucker Davis Technologies) and stored in binary format. All subsequent

analyses were performed in Matlab (Mathworks) using custom scripts. The signals were

first notch filtered at 60 Hz and bandpass filtered at 300-5000 Hz with a fifth-order

Butterworth filter. Multiunit spikes were identified adaptively as voltage deflections that

exceeded 4.5 standard deviations from the mean recorded activity (1Os running

average). The boundaries of the FRAs (FRA mask) were defined objectively in most

cases (85, see SI Methods).

CF was defined as the tone frequency that evoked the highest spike rate at the

threshold level of the recording site (inflection point of the Spike Level function). Best
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level (BL) was defined as the stimulus level presented at the site's CF that evoked the

highest spike rate. Monotonicity was objectively defined as the slope of a linear

regression between either the threshold or BL inflection point in a rate level function and

it's response to the highest stimulus level presented (further elaborated in SI Methods).

S-N
The index of neural signal-to-noise ratio was defined as -, where S is the average

response (sp/s) of each site to tones presented at 16 kHz ( .12 oct) and 35-60 dB SPL

and N represents the average spike rate at that site recorded over a 0.1 s window

beginning 150 ms before stimulus onset. The first derivatives of smoothed rate level

functions (5 point median filter) were approximated using a 5 point centered numerical

algorithm

F'(x) = F(x+2h)+8F(x+h)-8F(x-h)+F(x-2h) + 0(h4 )
12h

where, x is the signal level and h is the change in signal level. For each signal level (10

-70 dB SPL), the mean absolute value of the approximate first derivative was

calculated. Fisher Information functions were computed for each recording site using

the methods described by Dean et al (39). The quanitification of Fisher Information is

detailed in the SI Methods. The PSTH classifier model (40) compared the Euclidean

distances between the population single trial spike train elicited by a given stimulus level

(5 dB range) of a 16 kHz (+- .24 octave) tonal stimulus to response templates created

for that level and neighboring stimulus levels (levels 10 dB higher and lower than the

actual stimulus level). The spike train is classified as being generated in response to the

stimulus level from which its distance is minimal. The classifier model is elaborated in

the SI Methods.
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3.3 Results

Humans and mice learn to forage in a soundscape for hidden rewards

Human participants played an auditory foraging game for approximately one half

hour per day (33 1 min) over the course of one month. The objective of the game was

to use a remote-controlled avatar to search a 2-dimensional, virtual soundscape for the

location of a hidden target before time expired (Fig. 1A top). The target location varied

randomly from trial to trial. Visual search cues were not provided. The only available

cue to locate the hidden target came from the level of a 500 Hz tone presented in a

constant level of broadband masking noise. To make the task perceptually demanding,

the level of the tone relative to distractor (signal-to noise-ratio, SNR) was decreased in

real time according to the Euclidean distance between the subject and the hidden target

location (Fig. 1A). Mice were engaged in a live-action version of the game played by

humans; wherein, they also foraged within a 2-dimensional soundscape to find the

location of a low SNR target and receive a water reward (Fig. 1A bottom). Thus, mice

and humans learned to develop adaptive movement strategies that would reveal subtle

changes in SNR, allowing them to find the virtual target location and receive reward.

Consistent with observations in insects (4) and mammals (5, 31) (including

humans) moving along odor gradients, we rarely observed direct paths to the target

location. Rather, we typically noted sweeping initial searches that were ultimately

refined as the subjects closed on the target location. On some trials, these paths

resembled the casting and zigzagging search strategies employed by insects operating
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on sporadic cues and partial information (4, Fig. 1B). Over the course of training

(humans = 1 month, mice = 3 months), both species learned to find the auditory target

location more successfully (n = 10 humans, P = 5 x 10-7; n = 4 mice, P = 2.9 x 10-3,

Friedman test; Fig. 1 C) and to identify the target location more quickly (humans, P = 3

x10-5; mice, P= 3 x 0-3, Friedman test; Fig. 1D). For humans, but not mice, the reduced

time to target was accompanied by a decrease in average travel distance per trial

(humans, P = 3 x10 4 ; mice, P = 0.13, Friedman test; Fig 1E). By contrast, in mice, but

not humans, search speed progressively increased over training (humans, P = 0.34;

mice, P = 6 x104 , Friedman test; Fig. 1F). This double dissociation between adaptive

changes in pathlength and speed led us to hypothesize that the humans and mice

solved the foraging task differently.

Humans and mice employ different strategies to solve the auditory foraging task

To delineate the strategies used by humans and mice in this task, we analyzed

their moment-by-moment behavioral decisions by dividing behavioral traces from

training trials (Fig. 2A-C far left in black) into movement vectors that were sampled

every 0.3 s (Fig. 2A-C colored arrows). At any given time point, the optimal bearing

towards the target could be calculated between the forager's current position and the

target location (Fig. 2D). By subtracting the forager's movement vector at each 0.3 s

behavioral 'moment' from the ideal bearing, we were able to represent, with search

trajectories, how the forager's movements deviated from the optimal trajectory. For both

species, we found that search trajectories were fairly randomly distributed early in

training (Fig. 2F-H top). By later stages in training, we found that search trajectories in

humans were generally biased toward the target (Fig. 2F) and, in many cases, along
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the most informative SNR vector within the sound gradient (i.e., greatest increase or

decrease in tone amplitude per unit distance, Fig. 2G). We quantified target bias as the

degree to which subjects moved along any angle that took them closer to the target

(Fig. 2D, magenta) and SNR bias as the degree to which subjects selected movement

trajectories that provided the greatest SNR change per unit distance (either directly

toward or away from the target, Fig. 2D, cyan). We found that all human foragers were

more likely to increase their angular target bias over the course of training (P = 2 x 0-6,

Friedman test; Fig. 21,J, top & Fig. S1). This class of search strategy typically began

with high-speed, wide excursions and multiple turns to likely reveal the general flow of

the gradient, followed by a winding, slower local search that was most often directed

toward the target (Fig. 2A). In addition, 6/10 human subjects also developed an SNR

bias over the course of training (P = 5 x10-3, Friedman test; Fig. 2J & Fig. S1). These

subjects essentially performed coordinate descent optimization by creating orthogonal

excursions along the axes within the soundscape associated with the steepest slopes in

the SNR gradient (Fig. 2B & G top). Improved use of either strategy allowed human

subjects to identify the hidden target with a reduced path length (Fig. 1E). As befitting

their relatively constant pathlength over training, mice did not exhibit an improvement in

target or SNR bias. If anything, their search trajectories became more random over the

course of training. (Target bias, P = 0.31; reduction in SNR bias, P = 0.02, Friedman

test; Fig. 2HK top and Fig. S1).

Their improved success in the foraging task (Fig. 1 C) and overall increase in

running speed (Fig. 1F) suggested that mice used an alternate gradient-based strategy

to solve the foraging task. When navigating a light gradient, Chlamydomonas nivalis, a
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species of green algae, has been observed to be directly photokinetic, modulating its

speed in a graded fashion relative to the "ideal" angle toward a light source (32). We

tested whether mice might use a similar gradient-based strategy by calculating the

running speed of each mouse with respect to the angular deviation from the optimal

bearing (Fig. 2E). At early stages of training, running speed was not modulated by the

mouse's chosen angle. However, over the course of training, mice learned to increase

their running speed when moving towards the target and along bearings associated with

the most pronounced SNR changes (Target bias, P = 3 x104 ; SNR bias, P = 5 x10-

4 ,Friedman test; Fig. 2CH bottom & K bottom as well as Fig. S1). Humans were not

observed to modulate their running speed by either strategy (Target bias, P = 0.79; SNR

bias, P = 0.42, Friedman test; Fig. 21,J). These findings suggested that humans and

mice used different types of adaptive foraging strategies; humans learned to bias their

search trajectories towards the target and in most cases also along the steepest slopes

in the SNR gradient, whereas mice continued to move along a variety of angles but

selectively increased their running speed according to real time changes in SNR.

Foraging strategies depend on local sensory environment

As a final step, we asked how foraging strategies learned over a period of weeks

were dynamically coordinated over the course of a single trial. We first characterized

whether target and SNR angular biases observed in human foragers depended on

sensory context by measuring each type of bias according to position within the overall

SNR gradient (Fig 3A-B and Fig. S2). Well-trained human subjects exhibited target

bias at all SNRs (Fig. 3A top). Human subjects who performed coordinate descent

optimization in the soundscape (Strategy B) demonstrated SNR bias in their search
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trajectories at low and high SNRs. There was a dip in SNR bias at moderate SNRs that

roughly coincided with the peak of the angular target bias function, suggesting that

foragers who used gradient descent strategies may have flexibly switched between

gradient orientation at the lowest and highest SNRs and target bias at intermediate

SNRs (SNR effect, P = 9.1 x 10-11, ANOVA; Fig. 3A-B top). Contrasting trials where

subjects successfully located the target within the allotted time (solid lines) versus those

where they did not (dashed lines), revealed that failures in successful foraging were

distinguished by strategic search differences within a region close to the low SNR target

(enclosed by vertical, red lines, Target Bias, Correct vs. Failed x SNR interaction, P =

4.3 x 10-6; SNR bias, Correct vs. Failed x SNR interaction, P = 0.69, ANOVA; Fig. 3A,B

top).

Although our trial-level analysis suggested that mice did not use angular target

bias as a search strategy in the foraging task, our more detailed SNR-based analysis

revealed that mice did, in fact, employ this strategy, albeit only at low SNRs that were

local to the target (n = 4, SNR effect, P < 3 x 10-16, ANOVA; Fig. 3C top). At higher

SNRs, we found that mouse running speed was modulated with a combination of

angular target and SNR bias (Speed Target Bias; SNR effect, P < 3 x 10-16, Speed SNR

bias; SNR effect, P < 3 x 10-16, ANOVA; Fig. 3CD bottom). Similar to the human

subjects, we noted that failures in foraging success for mice were associated with

strategic differences restricted to a low SNR region local to the target (Target Bias,

Correct vs. Failed x SNR interaction, P < 3 x 10-16; Speed Target Bias, Correct vs.

Failed x SNR interaction, P= 1.2 x 10-10; Speed SNR bias, Correct vs. Failed x SNR

interaction, P = 0.03, ANOVA).
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Finally, to further examine the dependence of foraging strategy on sensory cues,

we analyzed the overall search speed as a function of SNR (Fig. 3E,F). Across both

species, we found that search speed decreased at the lowest SNRs on successful trials

(humans, SNR effect, P < 3 x 10-16; mice, SNR effect, P < 3 x 10-16, ANOVA; Fig. 3EF).

Importantly, unsuccessful trials were characterized by a failure to modulate search

speed with sensory cues for these same SNRs (humans, Correct vs. Failed x SNR

interaction, P = 0.04; mice, Correct vs. Failed x SNR interaction, P < 3 x 10-16, ANOVA;

Fig. 3EF).

To summarize, across both species, we observed that at favorable SNRs, a high

speed search was conducted, driven by either choosing search trajectories that were

biased toward the target and steepest changes in the SNR gradient (humans) or

modulating running speed with angular target and SNR bias (mice). As the foragers

moved to lower SNRs (local to the target), slower, systematic exploration dominated the

search strategy, representing a strategy switch from speed modulation to choosing

more accurate search trajectories in mice. Across all foragers, the behavioral strategies

used to successfully solve the foraging task were only disrupted at the lowest SNRs on

failed trials, suggesting that failures in slow, systematic, local exploration at locations

providing the most degraded sensory feedback accounted for limitations in trial level

success.

Learning on the auditory foraging task transfers to an untrained speech

perception task
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We next asked whether increased proficiency in the auditory foraging game

generalized to other measures of auditory perception. Psychophysical tests were

performed on human subjects who had been randomly assigned either to train on the

foraging game for one month or had been passively exposed to game stimuli for the

same time period (Fig. 4A). First, we assessed near transfer (Fig. 4A middle) by

measuring detection thresholds for pure tones (250, 375, 500, 750 Hz) presented in the

presence of a simple broadband masker before and after foraging or passive listening.

We observed increases in response thresholds for trained subjects compared to

passively exposed controls that were specific to the frequency channels (based on

peripheral excitation patterns) used in the foraging task (Group x Test frequency

interaction, P = 0.05; 250 Hz, P = 1.38; 375 Hz, P = 0.24; 500 Hz, P = 0.17; and 750 Hz,

P = 0.04, ANOVA followed by post hoc two sample t tests with Holm-Bonferroni

correction for multiple comparisons; Fig. 4B). This finding of stimulus-specific elevated

detection thresholds following a task that relied primarily on stimulus discriminations is

consistent with previous observations (33, 34).

We next tested whether observed improvements in using weak tones in noise to

guide behavior in the auditory foraging task also transferred to more ethologically

relevant situations such as understanding speech in noisy environments (Fig. 4A,C &

Fig. S3A-C). Toward this goal, we administered the Quick Sentence in Noise Test, a

common clinical tool used to assess real-world speech in noise perception. We found

that subjects who trained on the foraging task improved their word recognition scores at

the most difficult SNR tested (0 dBSNR) by an average of 12% (Fig. 4C). This

represented a significant improvement compared to the passive exposure group (Group
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x SNR interaction, P = 8 x 10-4; 0 dB SNR, P = 1 x10-3 , ANOVA followed by post hoc

two sample t tests with Holm-Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons; Fig. 4C &

Fig. S3A,B) with large effect sizes measured at both +5 and 0 dBSNR (effect sizes =

0.8 and 1.9 respectively; Hedges' g). The small speech in noise improvements

demonstrated by the passively exposed group are expected based on learning that

occurs during the pretest evaluation (35). Combined with the stimulus-specific

modulation of tone detection thresholds reported above, these far transfer findings

demonstrate that training on an auditory foraging task is associated with both stimulus-

specific and generalized learning effects.

We then examined whether improved comprehension of the most degraded

speech in noise samples could be predicted from individual differences in game play

strategy. While more traditional measures such success rate or time to target were not

significantly predictive of learning transfer (Fig. S4), we found that dynamic search

behaviors, specifically in low SNR conditions close to the target, were significantly

predictive of improved processing of highly degraded speech (0 dBSNR, Fig. 4D,E).

Specifically, subjects who learned to slow their search speeds and to move along the

steepest slope of the SNR gradient when within 5dB of the target demonstrated the

greatest improvement in speech comprehension in high levels of background speech

babble (Low SNR Speed, R = -0.78, R2 = .60 P = 0.03; SNR Bias at Low SNRs, R =

0.77, R2 = 0.60, P = 0.03, Pearson's correlation with Holm-Bonferroni correction for

multiple comparisons; Fig. 4DE). Thus, the same search strategies that differentiated

successful versus failed foraging trials (Fig. 3B,E) were also associated with the highest

generalized improvement in speech comprehension. While foraging at low SNRs (local
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to the target) could be accomplished using rapid motor excursions that were guided less

by fine sensory cues, it was the subjects who slowed their search speeds (perhaps

integrating noisy information over longer time periods) and guided their searches by the

weak, noisy sensory cues who showed the most benefit on the transfer task.

Interestingly, by contrast to several previous auditory training studies that employed the

same speech transfer measure, improvement on this untrained task secondary to

training was not correlated with pre-training performance (35-37, R = .14, R2 = .02, P =

0.69, Pearson's correlation).

Improved foraging ability is associated with a reorganized cortical representation

of weak tones.

We examined the neural correlates of learning on the auditory foraging task by

making unit recordings from the auditory cortex (Al) of mice that were trained on the

task or passively exposed to the same auditory stimuli but did not participate in the task.

We hypothesized that training on the task would be associated with an altered

representation of trained stimulus features, such that the representational salience of

weak, noisy inputs would be enhanced. We first collected frequency response areas

(FRA) in both groups of mice by presenting pure-tones with pseudorandomly varied

frequencies between 4 and 48 kHz and intensity levels from 0 to 80 dB sound pressure

level (SPL, Fig. 5A). Training was associated with a marked over-representation of

characteristic frequencies (CF, the preferred frequency at threshold) near the 16 kHz

training frequency compared to passively exposed controls (n = 151 neural recording

sites from 4 trained mice, n = 180 neural recording sites from 4 passively exposed mice,

P = 6 x1 04, two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, Fig. 5B). This proportional increase
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in frequency tuning was not limited to 16 kHz, but rather extended a half octave above

and below the training frequency. Because the foraging task emphasized recognition of

subtle variations in tone level, we examined the encoding of sound frequency across the

full range of levels encountered in the task.

In passively exposed control mice, increasing the tone level above threshold was

associated with a monotonic increase in firing rate and little change in best frequency

(BF), as has previously been described in rodent Al (38, Fig. 5A,C,D). In trained mice,

we observed that many rate-level functions were non-monotonic, decreasing their firing

rate in response to high level stimuli (P = 9 x 10-13, two-sample t test; Fig. 5CD) and,

accordingly, were often best driven by relatively faint tone levels, near the target

intensity range in the foraging task (P = 3 x 10-10, two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test,

Fig. 5E). By contrast to units recorded in passively exposed controls, many FRAs

recorded in trained mice "leaned", such that best frequency shifted downward by nearly

one octave across the range of sound levels tested here (Group effect, P < 3 x 10-16;

Level effect , P < 3 x 10-16; Group x Level interaction, P < 3 x 10-16, ANOVA; Fig. 5A,F).

Finally, we plotted the mean normalized neural response across all recording sites in

order to characterize how the combination of the described distortion in frequency

tuning, increase in non-monotonicity in level tuning, and the interaction of frequency

tuning with presentation level might alter the representation of sounds in the absolute

frequency/intensity coordinates. We found that in the trained animals, population neural

activity maximized responsiveness across the frequency-intensity range of the target

(Fig. 5GH).
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Neural responses in trained animals are resistant to suppression by continuous

background noise

The SNR foraging task places a premium on suppressing the distraction imposed

by the masking noise as well as enhancing the representational salience of low-level

tones at the target frequency. To better understand how Al responses were modified

according to both of these perceptual demands, we derived tonal receptive fields under

a background of continuous broadband masking noise ranging from 40-70 dB SPL. In

passively exposed mice, increasing masker amplitude suppressed tone-evoked spiking,

elevated thresholds, and restricted the range of frequency tuning (Fig. 6A & Fig. S5).

However, FRAs measured in trained mice were more resistant to noise degradation at

levels matching the background distractor intensities encountered in the foraging task

(40 - 50 dB SPL, Fig. 6A & Fig. S5). We next asked whether this reduced suppression

of neural responses to tones in the presence of a continuous distractor might also result

in an improved neural SNR. Thus, at each recording site, we calculated the ratio

between the response to the target signal (low level, 16 kHz tones) and the response to

the continuous distractor. We found that the neural SNR index was significantly higher

in the trained than passively exposed animals in the quiet condition and in the presence

of low (40-50 dB SPL) but not high (60-70 dB SPL) noise levels (Group effect, P = 0.18;

Noise effect, P < 3 x 10-16; Group x Noise level interaction, P = 1 x 10-4; Quiet, P = 3

x1 0-3; Low Noise, P = 9 x1 0-4; High Noise, P = 0.02, ANOVA followed by post hoc two-

sample t tests with Holm-Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons; Fig. 6B).

Further analysis revealed that this improvement in neural SNR was largely due to a

decrease of the neural response to the ongoing white noise stimulus across noise
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levels, while the response to target signals were equivalent between the groups (Noise

Response, Group effect, P = 2 x 10-5; Noise level effect, P = 0.12; Group x Noise level

interaction, P = 0.30; Signal Response, Group effect, P = 0.1; Noise level effect, P< 3 x

10-16; Group x Noise level interaction, P = 0.32; Fig. 6C).

SNR foraging enhances the neural coding of weak signals

As a final step to characterize changes in the cortical representation of task-

relevant acoustic parameters, we analyzed rate-level functions at the training frequency

under varying levels of background noise. In passively exposed mice, the steeply

sloping region of the rate-level functions shifted according to the masking noise level.

Under levels of masking noise encountered in the training task (50 dB), this shift

reduced the availability of dynamic firing rate cues for tone levels associated with the

target (Fig. 6D & Fig. S6). By contrast, in trained mice, we found that the steepest

slopes of the firing rate functions remained inside the range of weak signal levels that

served as targets in the foraging task regardless of the masker level (Fig. 6D & Fig.

S6). This relationship is captured by the first derivative of the rate-level function, which

confirmed significantly steeper growth of response across weak signal levels in trained

mice compared to passively exposed controls (Group effect, P = 1 x 10-3; SNR effect, P

= 3 x 10-16; Group x SNR interaction, P = 0.3 x 10-16; -15 to 0 dB SNR, P < 3 x 10-6,

ANOVA followed by post hoc two-sample t tests with Holm-Bonferroni correction for

multiple comparisons; Fig. 6E top & Fig. S7). Often, the steeply sloping region of a

growth function contains the most information for coding differences between stimuli

because the contrast between neural responses to similar physical stimuli is high and

the variability in trial-by-trial responses is low. This can be expressed quantitatively
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using Fisher Information (39) for neural responses obtained from trained and passively

exposed mice. Under low noise conditions, Fisher Information was low for weak signals

in passively exposed mice, reaching a maximum at levels just above the masker. By

contrast, the Fisher Information function peaked at weak signal levels in the trained

mice, perhaps supporting the perceptual demands of the auditory foraging task (Fig. 6E

bottom and Fig. S7).

To test whether task-related plasticity conferred any adaptive benefit to sound

coding, we used an in silico PSTH based classifier (40) to decode tone stimulus

intensity across the populations of neurons recorded in trained or passively exposed

mice. In this template matching model, the neural response is classified as belonging to

the stimulus class to which its Euclidean distance is shortest. We found that the

classification of sound level using the neural data from the trained animals was superior

to that of the passive controls under low noise conditions, indicating that the

representational plasticity in trained animals supported an improved neural code for

stimulus properties encountered in the foraging task (Quiet, P = 0.12; Low Noise, P = 6

x10 3 ; High Noise, P = 0.14, Bootstrapped Permutation Test for Difference in Means

with Holm-Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons; Fig 6F).

3.4 Discussion

By tapping into evolutionarily conserved behavior, we were able to compare

learning on a closed-loop audiomotor task in two commonly used species for

neuroscience research. We expected that movement trajectories would coalesce

around the general direction of the target as subjects learned to use sensory cues to
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guide foraging behavior. While this "target bias" in foraging strategy was employed to

some degree by all human subjects over the course of training, we also found that some

subjects also learned to restrict their search trajectories to the steepest, most

informative slope in the SNR gradient (both toward and away from the target). A similar

strategy has been described in the echolocating Egyptian fruit bat when "locking" to a

target and has been computationally shown to provide optimal discriminatory feedback

for localization at the expense of detection (41). Employment of an SNR bias strategy

suggests that as sensory information accumulated, most humans built a detailed model

of the sensory search space. Evidence of similar modeling of the search space was not

generally observed in mice. We found that mice increased angular target bias only at

low SNRs, during slow search on the foraging task. By contrast to humans, most of their

foraging efficiency improvements were attributable to an increased running speed when

moving toward the target, a phenomenon which has previously been observed in green

algae during phototaxis (32).

Following one month of training on an auditory foraging task with simple acoustic

stimuli, we observed significant transfer of learning to an untrained task of speech

recognition in the presence of 4-talker babble that was well predicted by game

performance. Learning transfer to a more complex signal in noise task was surprising

given that stimulus specificity has been repeatedly associated with sensory learning

since the seminal report of Fiorentini and Berardi (42) over 3 decades ago. However,

recent studies have cast doubt on the inviolate specificity of perceptual learning,

suggesting that the particular training methodology may influence the degree of learning

transfer (43-48). For example, experience with action video gamevideo games has
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been associated with accelerated learning of non-native phonetic contrasts (49) and

enhanced visual abilities on tasks ranging from useful field of view to contrast sensitivity

(20, 21, 23, 24). The key elements of action video game play that lead to appreciable

transfer of visual learning are not yet clearly understood. However, the varied

perceptual demands in these tasks are congruent with many of the conditions that

promote learning transfer on traditional perceptual learning paradigms (45-47, 50).

Musicianship represents yet another form of sensorimotor learning that shares a

number of qualities with the auditory foraging game (e.g. audiomotor feedback that is

both immediate and directional) and has recently been associated with generalized

enhancement of auditory skills (18, 19, 51). Interestingly, musicians have been shown

to outperform non-musicians on the same speech in noise perception test administered

in the present study, with years of experience positively correlating with better

performance (18, but see 52). Thus, it is plausible that due to the dynamic nature of the

discriminanda, which, like roving reference paradigms, offers no "standard" reference

stimulus, or because of the immersive game-based sensorimotor approach, learning in

this auditory foraging task transferred to challenging listening contexts that were

dissimilar, both acoustically and cognitively, from the conditions of the training task.

Another possible explanation for the observed learning transfer is that training to

extract signals from noise might represent a more generalizable skill than the fine

feature discrimination that is typically trained in perceptual learning studies. Evidence

for this notion comes from a recent study in the visual system, which found that human

participants who were trained to discriminate the orientation, motion or displacement of

random dot stereograms in the presence of visual distractor noise, demonstrated
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learning transfer to both untrained stimulus dimensions (53). While distractor stimuli in

that study were similar across training and transfer test conditions, our results indicate

that transfer effects can also be observed when both the stimulus and distractor in the

transfer tests are more complex than the training stimuli (speech and 4-talker speech

babble versus a pure tone and broadband continuous noise).

Perceptual improvements conferred by both traditional learning paradigms and

action video gameplay are thought to arise from reductions of internal noise and filtering

of external noise (54, 55), increased efficiency (24, 56), and improved probabilistic

inference (57-59). Pertinent to the experiments reported here, probabilistic inference

was measured using a tone in noise lateralization task in the experiments reported by

Green and colleagues (57), demonstrating some cross-modal transfer of learning to

auditory signal in noise perception following video game play. In many of these studies,

neural plasticity associated with training, expressed either as induced bias or increased

connection strength, was localized to connections between higher cortical areas that

update movement representations based on dynamic sensory information (54, 55, 57).

We explored the neural correlates of training in Al, a comparatively early stage

of cortical processing where unit responses are known to be strongly modulated by

auditory associative learning (10, 11, 60-65). We noted that neural responses of trained

mice were globally suppressed relative to passive controls. However, response

suppression was far more robust for tone frequencies far from the target or for

broadband continuous maskers (Fig. 6C), resulting in a relative enhancement of target

signal representation. Differential suppression of neural activity in primary auditory

cortex has also been observed in ferrets during engagement in a signal in noise
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detection task (66), with suppression scaling indirectly with SNR and directly with

performance. Similar findings have been reported in early auditory (62, 67, 68), visual

(69, 70), and somatosensory cortices (71) of primates trained to discriminate targets

from distractors. While the training studies mentioned here, as well as the currently

reported experiment, suggest that learning to extract signals from noise alters the

relative neural representation of task-specific targets and distractors in primary auditory

cortex (perhaps explaining behavioral improvements on trained tasks and stimulus

specific changes in tone-detection thresholds), the transfer effects observed in our study

as well as another (53) suggest an additional stimulus-general effect of training,

perhaps via response plasticity in sensory-motor brain areas (72, 73) or fronto-parietal

networks involved in sensory distractor suppression (22, 74-76) . The latter possibility

could be tested across species by making pre-and post-foraging training unit recordings

in the primary auditory cortex of awake, behaving mice and recording steady-state

auditory evoked potentials in behaving humans to examine attentional modulation of

target and distractor responses.

The ability to improve generalized, auditory signal in noise perception through a

learning paradigm makes it an appealing therapeutic for certain clinical populations.

There are an estimated 48 million individuals living with hearing impairment in the US

alone (77). Even after treatment with hearing aids or cochlear implants, these

individuals present with substantial deficits when attempting to extract target speech

signals from background talkers. There are several potential factors that contribute to

this difficultly, some of which are associated with peripheral pathology (e.g. reduced

spectral resolution of auditory filters, 78), and others with impaired central processing
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(79-81). As the need to quickly and reliably extract signals from background noise is

ubiquitous in work, educational and social contexts, improved signal in noise extraction

in these listening environments may improve quality of life for these individuals.
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3.5 Figures
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Fig 1. Humans and mice learn to use
dynamic auditory cues to locate
hidden targets. (A top) Humans
played a video game wherein the
movements of an avatar were
controlled with a gamepad, while (A
bottom) mice trained in a physical
behavioral arena. The heat map
corresponds to SNR. (B) A
representative trial for a human and a
mouse illustrates casting and zig-
zagging behaviors along the sound
gradient. Filled and open circles
indicate the center and perimeter of
the target (red) and "dummy" (gray)
zones. Green dots indicate position at
the start of the trial. Scale bar = 10 cm
and - 3.5 cm for the mouse and
human arena, respectively. Time
spent in "dummy" targets provides the
basis for calculating target
identification by chance alone (C)
Percentage of trials in which humans
(left) and mice (right) located the
target within the time constraints
across the training period. (D) Time
and (E) length of path required to
complete trial as a function of training
time. Pathlength taken to reach the
target was normalized by the diagonal
distance of the training arena. (F)
Likewise, running speed is reported
as normalized distance per second
and plotted as a function of training
time. Line plots reflect mean SEM.
Significant learning effects are
indicated with an asterisk in the upper
right hand corner of the plot.
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speed and trajectory from sequential epochs of the corresponding "late" exemplar trial
(time progresses from left to right). Concentric circles demarcate the mapping of
auditory SNR onto the two-dimensional training arena. Direction of arrowheads reflect
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mouse and human arena, respectively. Filled and open circles indicate the center and
perimeter of the target (red) and "dummy" (gray) zones. Green dots indicate position at
the start of the trial. (D) The difference between actual trajectory and the ideal bearing is
calculated every 0.3 s. Adaptive search strategies could emphasize movements toward
the target (target bias, magenta) or along the steepest slope of the SNR gradient, (SNR
bias, cyan). (E) Like angular target and SNR bias, normalized search speed can also be
expressed across movement trajectories. (F-G) Normalized distributions of (top) search
trajectories and (bottom) speed modulation early versus late in training for the two
example human subjects and one mouse. Speed axis bar = 0.13 to 0.19 d/s in humans
and 0.09 to 0.21 d/s in the mouse, mean speed (white foreground), SEM (gray
background). (I-K) Target and SNR bias in movement trajectories (top) or speed
(bottom) for human subjects who employed foraging strategy A, (/, n = 4) or B (J, n = 6),
and all trained mice (K, n = 4) plotted as a function of training time. Line plots reflect
mean SEM.
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Figure 3
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Fig 3. Foraging strategy is modulated by local sensory context. This visualization
breaks down the overall foraging biases plotted in Fig 2 according to spatial position
within the SNR training arena. For all plots, behavioral data are shown from well-trained
subjects (second half of training) according to spatial proximity to the target, expressed
as SNR. Broken vertical red lines indicate target SNRs. Solid and broken lines reflect
data from successful (i.e., rewarded) and failed trials, respectively. Broken horizontal
black bars indicate unbiased foraging behavior. (A,C) Target bias in angular search
trajectory (top) and speed (bottom) for all humans (A) and mice (C). (B,D) SNR bias in
angular search trajectory (top) and speed (bottom) for humans (B) and mice (D). SNR
bias is plotted separately for subjects utilizing Strategy B versus those that did not
(Strategy A, inset). (E-F) Overall search speed is plotted as a function of distance from
target in humans (E) and mice (F). The unit of measurement for speed (d/s) is distance
traveled, normalized to the diagonal length of the training arena, per second. Data are

plotted as mean SEM.
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Figure 4
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Fig 4. Learned improvements in auditory-guided foraging generalize to distinct listening
tasks. (A) The physical stimulus waveform used in the foraging task (top) is similar to
the stimulus used for the tone in noise task (middle) but dissimilar to the test of speech
perception in multi-talker babble (bottom). (B) Change in tone detection thresholds (Post
- Pre) assessed at four tone frequencies (training frequency indicated by arrow). (C)
Change in words correctly recognized for the speech in noise task (Post - Pre) plotted
according to target speaker SNR. (D-E) Correlation between change in search speed
(D) and SNR bias (E) at locations between 0 and 5 dB SNR and improved performance
on the speech in noise test at 0 dBSNR. Horizontal lines in scatter plots reflect group
means. Asterisks indicate statistically significant differences between groups.
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Figure 5

recording sites. Red lines demarcate levels used in the foraging task. (F) Best
frequency plotted separately for each intensity cross-section within the FRA (adjusted to
the CF and threshold for each recording site). (G-H) The normalized FRA averaged
across all recording sites for passively exposed (G) and trained (H) mice. The frequency
and level range of the target tone from the foraging task is designated by the black
rectangles. The white line depicts the linear regression fit to the best frequency at each
sound level. Error bars represent SEM.
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Figure 6

various signal to noise ratios (50 dB masking noise). For D-E, vertical red lines and
cyan rectangles indicate the target intensity and masking noise level, respectively. (F) In
silico classification of tone level from individual trials in passive and trained neural
recordings. Broken black line indicates chance classification. All data reflect mean +
SEM. Significant pairwise differences and group effects (C) are indicated with asterisks.
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presence of varying levels of
continuous masking noise. White
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masking noise. (C) Firing rate
measured during the response to
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3.7 Supplemental Materials

3.7.1 Supplemental Figures

Supplemental Figure 1
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Supp Fig 1. Tracking the
development of distinct
foraging strategies over the
course of training. (A-C)
Distributions of trajectories
(filled bars) and speed
modulation (unfilled bars) at
various stages of training in
three example subjects.
Gray outline reflects SEM.
Human subjects 1 and 2 are
representative of foraging
strategy A (target bias) and
B (SNR bias), respectively.
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Supplemental Figure 2
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Supp Fig 2. Humans and mice increased their use of adaptive foraging strategies
across SNR conditions in the task. (A-D) Comparing early (first 10%) versus late (last
10%) behavioral runs, reveals that improvements in adaptive, sensory guided foraging
behaviors were observed at both low and high SNRs for (A-B) humans who used
strategy B and (C-D) mice. Note that these figures are plotted in the same fashion as
those found in Fig. 3 (search bias vs. SNR). However, in this case, early and late
training trials are compared rather than successful and failed trials in well trained
subjects.
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Supplemental Figure 3
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Supp Fig 3. Foraging training also improves speech in noise threshold. (A)The
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described in the QuickSIN manual also demonstrate a significant improvement following
training (P = 0.013, Bootstrapped Permutation Test for Difference in Means) with a large
effect size (1.04 Hedges' g).The black broken line reflects no change in performance.
The horizontal gray and black lines represent group means. (B) Absolute QuickSIN
scores for Passive and Trained subjects provide a numerical basis for the change in
speech processing described in Fig. 4c. (C) Spectrograms illustrate the difference in
spectro-temporal complexity of target and distractor stimuli used in the foraging game
versus the speech in noise perception task.
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Supplemental Figure 4
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Supp Fig 4. Relationships between changes in foraging behaviors and the far transfer

task. (A) The six behaviors that changed over training described in Figs. 1 and 3 were

subjected to dimensionality reduction using principle components analysis. We found

that the first two factors accounted for 98% of the variance. (B) Subsequent factor

analysis revealed that two indices of learning, speed at low SNRs and time to solve the

task, were nearly exclusively associated with Factors 1 and 2, respectively. We then

found that behavioral markers that loaded primarily onto Factor 1 (e.g., speed at Low

SNRs and SNR bias near the target) were significantly correlated with speech

perception in noise (R = -0.77, R2 = 0.60, P = 0.008; R = 0.77, R2 = 0.60, P = 0.01,

respectively), whereas markers that loaded onto Factor 2 or a mixture of both factors

were not (R = 0.14, R 2 = 0.02, P = 0.71 and R = 0.62, R2 = 0.38, P = 0.06 for Time and

Success, respectively). In summary, this analysis revealed that after Holm-Bonferroni

correction for multiple (4) comparisons, the SNR bias and search speed at low SNRs

were predictive of transfer effects (P =.03 in both cases, Fig 4D-E).
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Supplemental Figure 5
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Supp Fig 5. (A-B) Threshold (thresh) elevation (A) and narrowing of (BW) frequency
tuning (B) at 60 dB SPL with the addition of masking noise. Data points closer to the x-
axis indicate greater similarity to the response in quiet (i.e., enhanced resistance to
masking noise interference). Data points reflect mean values and error bars represent
SEM. Group x Noise level interactions were statistically significant for the threshold and
bandwidth data (P < 2 x 10-3). Asterisks indicate statistical significance assessed with
post hoc two-sample t tests with Holm-Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons (P
< 0.05).
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Supplemental Figure 6
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functions is replotted from Fig. 6d, to illustrate that the difference depicted in the main
text was representative. Red broken lines enclose the stimulus levels associated with
reward in the training task. Cyan rectangles on the x axes depict the level of the
continuous noise masker.
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Supplemental Figure 7
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Holm-Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons, asterisks indicate P 5
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Chapter 4. Closed-loop audiomotor training enhances the perception of speech in
noise: A randomized double-blinded placebo-controlled trial

Abstract

Sensorimotor training with action videogames provides a transfer of learning to a

wide range of selective attention and feature detection tasks. Boosting generalized

perceptual processing abilities through action videogame training could have far-ranging

therapeutic potential for individuals with sensory processing disorders. However, the

essential features of effective action games are unknown and the possible influence of

placebo effects in these and other cognitive intervention studies have been called into

question. Action videogames 'close the loop' between motor actions and sensory

feedback, but also present graphic, emotionally arousing stimuli and intense

multisensory stimulation. We programmed a tablet-based audiomotor action game that

captured the closed-loop aspect of action gaming and tested whether it was sufficient to

drive generalized perceptual improvements beyond those found with a 'placebo'

auditory working memory game. We randomly assigned hearing-impaired older adults

to eight weeks of closed-loop training with synthetic sounds or memory training with

speech stimuli and assessed low-level auditory feature processing, speech processing,

and attentional control before training, just after training, and at a two-month follow-up.

We found that working memory training provided an effective placebo but imparted no

benefits on psychophysical measures of memory or hearing ability. Closed-loop training

provided significant, but short-term, gains on various measures of sentence

comprehension in background noise, the most common hearing complaint of older age

for which assistive devices offer little benefit. Thus, training in a simplified action audio
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game can provide generalized benefits for real-world perceptual challenges in sensory-

impaired elderly subjects that cannot be attributed to placebo effects.
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4.1 Introduction

Perceptual abilities can be enhanced with practice, but these benefits often do

not extend beyond the narrow constraints of the training task (1-3). While this specificity

has afforded some clues concerning the processing stages at which neural plasticity

may occur following certain types of perceptual training (4-7), it has also limited the

practical utility of perceptual learning protocols to provide benefits outside of the

laboratory. However, more recent experiments involving sensorimotor training

approaches like action video game play and musicianship have suggested that broad

transfer of learning to selective attention (8-13) and feature detection tasks (14-16) is

possible following behavioral intervention. Training protocols that drive generalized

perceptual improvements hold intriguing therapeutic potential for the rehabilitation of

individuals with sensory impairments (17-20), but the degree to which far transfer of

learning in psychological intervention studies are attributable to placebo effects is

unknown, since subject expectations have not been controlled in these studies (21-26).

The world's population is growing, aging and becoming increasingly urban (27-

29). Levels of 'background' environmental noise have risen steadily in industrialized

areas, which can pose a challenge for aural speech communication. Following a

conversation in noisy, public spaces is particularly difficult for older adults, the fastest

growing age group in the United States (30), sixty percent of whom live with

sensorineural hearing loss (SNHL) and struggle to accurately process target sounds

with even moderate levels of distraction encountered in the average restaurant (31-34).

Hearing aids are the only widely available treatment available for chronic SNHL. Modern

hearing aids effectively amplify quiet sound and restore audibility, but offer little benefit
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for the thornier problem of selectively enhancing the audibility of the target speaker and

not the background noise (35). Thus, the only widely available treatment has limited

efficacy for the average older adult whose primary complaint is an inability to follow a

conversation in background noise (36-39). This prompted us to ask whether action

game training, which provides generalized gains in visual processing to individuals with

low vision (16, 17, 19, 20) might also be useful for improving speech comprehension in

high levels of background noise to older subjects with sensorineural hearing loss who

use hearing aids.

We programmed a tablet-based audiomotor 'action' training game and tested

whether game learning would transfer to improved speech in noisy environments. We

identified two components of action video games that we hypothesized would be

important for driving improved attentional control and central sound processing: i.)

interference resolution, which has been associated with an adaptive plasticity in

attentional control networks (18) and ii.) a closed-loop game mechanic; wherein sensory

stimuli act as continuous feedback signals to guide fluid motor commands (40-42).

From a theoretical standpoint, closing the loop between continuous sensory input and

motor output greatly increases the number of reinforced sensory-guided decisions per

unit time over conventional perceptual learning tasks and would be expected to more

efficiently drive neuromodulatory nuclei that are critical for enabling plasticity in adult

sensory cortex (43-47).

In order to address rising concerns about non-specific effects in this class of

behavioral intervention study, we also developed a placebo control game to act as a

psychological "sugar pill" for comparison with the closed-loop audiomotor training task.
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The placebo control used in this study was a speech-based auditory memory game that

shared the design properties of the closed-loop training game. While some types of

memory games have been linked to far-transfer effects ((48-50) but see (25, 51-53)),

there is no reason to believe that memory training would afford improved understanding

of speech in noisy environments for adults with SNHL (54, 55). Nonetheless, we

reasoned that the adaptive speech-based challenge in the memory game coupled with

older adults' positive expectations concerning the benefits of "cognitive training" (56)

would elicit high expectations for training effects, matching those evoked by the

experimental, closed-loop game.

Older adults were randomly assigned to play either the auditory memory (Mem)

or closed-loop (C-L) audio tracking game for two months. All aspects of the study

(randomization, testing, and training) were managed by the subjects' interactions with

tablet devices that they used from home, allowing the researchers and subjects to

remain blinded to group assignments. Speech perception, feature detection, and

attentional control abilities were assessed before and after intervention using

automated, mobile psychophysical tests that we have previously validated for use on

tablet computers at home (57). While both groups of older adults demonstrated robust

learning on their assigned tablet games and responded with matched expectations and

beliefs of training benefit (confirming placebo control), we observed a transfer of

learning to speech recognition in noise tasks following C-L but not Mem training.

4.2 Materials and Methods

Subject Recruitment and Retention
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All procedures were approved by the Human Studies Committee at the

Massachusetts Eye and Ear Infirmary and the Committee on the Use of Humans as

Experimental Subjects at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Informed consent

was obtained from each participant. For this study, we recruited 50 to 89 yr old adults

living with mild to severe sensorineural hearing loss who used hearing aids full-time in

both ears. Most subjects were referred to this study by their clinician. Forty eight

individuals were consented into this study and completed a screening visit to assess

intelligence (Wechsler's Abbreviated Scale of Intelligence 11(58)), cognition (Montreal

Cognitive Assessment(59)), depression (Geriatric Depression Scale(60)), medical

history (103 item questionnaire), pure-tone detection thresholds (audiologist

administered in sound treated booth), and hearing aid performance. Thirty-six adults

met inclusion criteria based on their scores in the initial screening and were invited to

return for baseline assessment and stratified randomization into the study (Fig. S1).

Hearing aid fit verification was performed by placing a small microphone in the ear

canal, measuring the output of the hearing aid to various signal levels, and comparing

the acoustic output of the hearing aid to gain prescriptions (NAL-NL2, (61)) based on

the individual's hearing loss (Audioscan, Axiom system). Sixty-nine percent of the

subjects' hearing aids were fit within 5 dB of the prescriptions and the remainder was

between 5 and 10 dB of prescribed gain. Verification equipment was unavailable to

make measurements for four subjects. Thirty-two individuals returned to the clinics to

undergo baseline assessment. Twenty-three participants completed baseline

assessments, training, and post-assessment. Twenty-one of these subjects also

completed the final two month follow-up testing session. Thus, eight subjects began the
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study but did not complete training or post-assessment. Of these, two dropped out

before completing the initial baseline assessment. Four individuals dropped out after

completing the baseline assessment and a few days of training. Two subjects were

dismissed by the study leader due to lack of compliance over the first month of the

study.

Testing and Training Equipment

Subjects performed all behavioral testing and game training on individually

assigned Microsoft Surface Pro 2 tablets. The interactive software that was used for

both games and the behavioral testing was developed as a Windows Store App using

the Unity game engine and side-loaded onto the tablets. Audio stimuli were presented

through a Dell AX 210 speaker that was connected to the tablet and placed at an

approximate distance of 1 m and azimuthal position of 0' relative to the subject.

Subjects performed a calibration at each home testing/training session to ensure

reliable positioning of the speaker throughout this four month study. Briefly, the

calibration program launched the native front-facing camera on the tablet and provided

the subjects with visual guides to adjust the position of the speaker relative to the tablet

device. Once the speaker was properly placed, the subject touched the screen to

transmit an image of the test/training setup to the secure servers at MEEI for offline

review. The native microphone on the tablet was also used by the custom application to

make ambient noise level measurements in the home environment. If noise levels

exceeded 60 dB A, the participant was locked out of the software, provided with a

warning about the excessive noise levels in the test environment, and prompted to find

a quieter location for testing. Average ambient noise levels measured by the tablet were
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43 4 dB A. Subjects used their experimental tablets to establish a wireless internet

connection from their home environments at the beginning of the study. Data collected

during testing and gameplay were automatically encrypted and uploaded using a secure

file transfer protocol. Subjects did not receive compensation for their participation in this

study, though parking fees were reimbursed and we did enter participants in a lottery to

win one of five tablets at the conclusion of the study.

Auditory Training Games

Subjects were randomly assigned to play the auditory memory game (n= 11, 5

female, mean age = 70 yrs 11) or the closed-loop audio tracking game (n= 13, 10

female, mean age = 70 yrs 7) for two months. Both the auditory memory and closed-

loop audiomotor tasks were embedded in a puzzle game. Subjects earned puzzle

pieces by successfully executing their assigned tasks and were able to use them to

reconstruct paintings by well-known artists or their own photos. The skins and graphics

for each game environment were identical. Group randomization was stratified based

on the subjects' baseline performance on the Quick Sentence-in-Noise test. This

stratification was performed because baseline performance on speech recognition tests

has prognostic value in speech training studies (62, 63), though we found no evidence

of this in our generalization study (40). Group randomization was automated by an

algorithm that cumulatively tracked baseline sentence in noise scores for randomized

subjects. Therefore, members of the research team were not involved in randomization

and did not know which game the subjects would play. Subjects were only exposed to

the game that they were randomly assigned to play, and all instructions for gameplay

and testing were provided through video tutorials as well as assisted play in the
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application. In this way, all aspects of the daily testing and training activities in which the

subjects engaged were addressed by the user interface of the software application.

However, four subjects (two from each game group), had trouble using the games from

home. These subjects returned to the clinic and were provided with a 30 min coaching

session by a study staff member. Importantly, these staff members were not involved in

data scoring or analysis, allowing us to maintain double-blinding during the study.

Presentation levels for game sounds were tailored to the aided hearing sensitivity of

each subject (i.e. baseline audiogram and loudness discomfort levels measured with

hearing aids on).

Auditory memory game: We developed an auditory memory game as a control

intervention for this study. The choice to develop a speech-based auditory memory

game was based on our expectation that it would have good face-validity as an

intervention for speech recognition abilities, it would promote auditory memory learning,

but it would provide no generalized speech recognition benefit for this study population

(54). During the task, subjects heard one or more strings which took the form of "Ready

name go to color number now." The name, color, and number for each string were

randomly selected from eight, four, and eight possibilities respectively. After the

subjects were presented with the auditory string, some number of labeled virtual

elements slowly emerged on the screen, each with a non-overlapping 0.5 to 1.5 s

delay. The subjects' task was to identify virtual elements on the screen that

corresponded to the name, color, and number that they had previously heard and then

to connect these elements to create a composite object. Game difficulty adaptively

changed to maintain perceptual challenge by incrementing the number of distractor
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elements, the speed of elements, the number of phrases that were spoken, or the

number of phrases that required responses. We also administered "yardstick" conditions

periodically throughout the study to track learning under the same perceptual and

cognitive demands (two name-color-number strings presented). We used publically

available recordings of the Coordinate Response Measurements corpus generated by

eight different speakers to create all of the task-related auditory stimuli for this game

(64).

Each time that a player successfully matched a name-color-number string, they

were then required to position it in a target location in order to generate a new puzzle

piece. After they had generated a sufficient number of pieces, they were taken to a new

sub-game screen where they were asked to use the pieces that they had earned to

construct a puzzle (Fig. S3). As with any jigsaw puzzle, the subjects were provided with

patterned and geometrical cues for the correct positioning of each puzzle piece. To

provide feedback for the subjects' positioning of the virtual pieces, the tiles would "snap

into place" when they were placed in the correct location. While subjects performed this

spatial reasoning task, they were simultaneously presented with stimuli from the closed-

loop audiomotor game (see below). Specifically, they heard the audio generated by a

random search in an auditory gradient. Because the sound was not tied to their motor

activities, the participants generally perceived it as a distractor stimulus, and it served

as a control condition for passive exposure to the same stimuli used in the audiomotor

learning game.

Closed-loop audiomotor qame: The audio tracking task used in this study was

initially inspired by sensory-guided foraging behaviors in rodents (65-70) and refined
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based on our own experiments involving closed-loop audiomotor learning (40). The

basic closed-loop audiomotor method involves the establishment of an acoustic gradient

that is mapped to some physical or virtual space. Subjects explore the space and their

searches reveal the manner in which their motor behaviors parametrically alter the

stimulus attributes. This information can then be iteratively used by the forager to

identify hidden spatial targets more efficiently (40). In the auditory tracking task used in

this study, subjects were aware that the outline of a polygon was hidden somewhere on

the screen. They were required to use either a stylus or their finger to identify the

location of the polygon and trace the outline of its shape. An auditory gradient was

established relative to the individual lines comprising the shape, and as a subject

moved his/her stylus though the gradient, either the level, frequency, or modulation rate

of the sound was changed logarithmically with the subject's distance from the shape

outline. Subjects adaptively learned to use these real time cues to reveal the shape with

less error over the course of training (Fig. 1E) Game difficulty increased over the course

of the study in two ways. The signal to noise ratio adaptively changed based on the

subjects' performance and the its maximum value decreased after every puzzle

completion. Additionally, the complexity of shapes (defined by number of vertices) was

increased following each puzzle completion. We also administered "yardstick"

conditions periodically throughout the study to track learning under the same perceptual

demands (-18 dB SNR). The dependent measurement that we used to define learning

on the yardstick conditions was audio tracking error, which is defined as the

perpendicular Euclidean distance between a players current position and the nearest

line segment, Tracking error = V(traceX - lineX)2, (traceY - lineY) 2 .
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Based on the accuracy of the subject's tracing, they were awarded time to

complete two sub-games. The first sub-game was a gradient-based search task, similar

to that used in our previous training studies in rats, mice and young adult human

subjects with normal hearing ((40, 69)) (Fig. S4A). Subjects were required to move the

puzzle piece to a target location on the display. The target location was invisible, but a

circular audio gradient was established that logarithmically varied audio stimulus

attributes with Euclidean distance from the target. Once the subject thought that they

had found the correct location, they would release the virtual puzzle piece. If the subject

was correct the piece would remain in place, but if they were incorrect (outside the

rewarded area), the piece would fall to the bottom of the screen and a new target area

and gradient would be randomly generated. If sufficient time remained on the

countdown timer, the subject began a second sub-game that challenged them to rotate

the virtual puzzle piece around a central axis to achieve the correct orientation (like a

combination lock, Fig. S4G). There were no visual cues concerning the correct

orientation of the puzzle piece, but the audio stimulus would rapidly change its value

from a reference sound to a target sound when the piece was rotated into the correct

orientation. If the subject rotated beyond the correct point or released the piece prior to

the correct point, a new target orientation was selected and the user was permitted to

try again until the time expired.

The three game mechanics were packaged into three "worlds" defined by the

sound feature that subjects were asked to discriminate: pitch, level and amplitude

modulation. The stimuli used for each world consisted of amplitude modulated pure

tones, spectrotemporally modulated ripple noises, and tone clouds. The levels of all
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stimuli varied from 20-40 dB sensation level (dB SL) and were limited by the measured

loudness discomfort levels of each subject. Minimum sensation level and maximum

tolerable level were defined for each subject across a range of pure tone frequencies

prior to the start of training. The carrier frequencies of tones varied from 125-8000 Hz.

The modulation rates of tones varied from 2-32 Hz. Spectrotemporally modulated ripple

noise was synthesized from sinusoidal components with frequencies spaced from 354-

5656 Hz in 0.05-octave steps. Ripple density varied from 0.5 to 3 cycles per octave, and

modulation velocity varied from 4-12 Hz. For the tone clouds, 50 ms tone pips were

randomly selected from a uniform distribution that varied in bandwidth from 0.25 to 1.5

octaves. The level of each tone pip in the cloud was roved by 6 dB. All game signals

were presented while 1-6 talker babble played in the background. Background speech

materials were generated by concatenating a subset of IEEE sentences (sentences

361-720) presented by 20 different talkers from the Pacific Northwest/Northern Cities

corpus (71). The subset of IEEE sentences that we used as distractors in this study

were selected such that they did not overlap with the IEEE sentences used in the Quick

Sentence-in-Noise Test (sentences 1-360).

Psychophysical tasks to test transfer of learning

All behavioral testing was self-directed. Subjects interacted with a custom

software interface to perform alternative forced choice, reaction time, and open

response tasks. Subjects wore their hearing aids and were asked to use their typical

settings for all testing and training performed in the study. Each behavioral task began

with instructions and practice trials. In the practice trials, the perceptual demands were

kept at an "easy" level and subjects were given feedback concerning the accuracy of
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their responses (an exception was the speech recognition tasks). Subjects were

required to achieve a minimum performance level to assure that basic procedural

aspects of the task were learned before the testing blocks began. In previous

experiments, we found that home testing using this software interface provided results

that were statistically equivalent to manual testing in sound treated rooms (57).

Speech recognition in noise: For all speech recognition in noise tasks, subjects

were asked to repeat a target talker who produced either a word or a sentence. After

the speaker finished, the subjects touched a virtual button on the tablet screen to

activate the tablet's native microphone and record his/her verbal responses. These

responses were saved as encrypted raw binary files, transmitted wirelessly to secure

servers, converted to .wav files, and scored offline by a blinded experimenter. Word

recognition in noise testing was conducted using the Words In Noise test ((72) (WIN)).

The WIN is a clinical test that consists of monosyllabic words from the Northwestern

University 6 corpus spoken by a female talker while 6-talker babble was played

continuously in the background. 35 monosyllabic words were presented at SNRs that

varied from 24 to 0 dB SNR in 4 dB steps. We administered a unique randomization of

WIN lists 1 and 2 at each time point in the study.

Sentence recognition in noise was assessed using two clinical tests, the Quick

Sentence-in-Noise test (73) (QuickSiN) and the BKB Sentences-in-Noise Test (74)

(BKBSiN). For both the QuickSiN and the BKBSiN, target sentences were presented

while 4-talker babble played continuously in the background. The main difference

between the two tests is that the QuickSiN employed sentences with low linguistic

context (IEEE sentences) while the BKBSiN test used sentences that contained high
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linguistic context (Bamford-Kowal-Bench sentences). The signal to noise ratio of the

QuickSiN varied from 25 to 0 dB SNR in 5 dB steps, while the signal to noise ratio of the

BKBSiN varied from 21 to -6 dB SNR in 3 dB steps. Four unique sentence lists

(QuickSiN) or two unique list pairs (BKBSiN) were administered at each testing time

point in the study. Additionally, two list pairs of the BKBSiN were measured while the

subject was not wearing hearing aids during the pretest visit to establish the amount of

benefit provided by the subjects' hearing aids (Fig. 5A-B). The lists that were used for

aided and unaided testing were randomly selected, as was their presentation order.

Memory Assessment: Subjects were tested with the Letter Number Sequencing

test (Wechsler's Adult Intelligence Scale 111(75)). All audio stimuli were pre-recorded and

shared with us by Dr. Adam Gazzaley's laboratory at University of California, San

Francisco. Audio stimuli consisted of increasingly long strings of letters and numbers

spoken by a male talker. An experimenter at our research facility administered the test

in a clinical sound booth. The experimenter initiated each trial with a virtual button press

on the tablet. After the stimulus presentation, the native microphone of the tablet was

used to record the responses of the subjects. The subjects were asked to verbally

respond by repeating all elements of the string with the numbers first in ascending

order, followed by the letters in alphabetical order. The experimenter scored the

participants' responses online in order to determine when testing was to terminate

(following 3 incorrect responses at the same memory load level). However, the actual

scoring of the data that are presented in this manuscript was performed by a blind

experimenter after the .wav files of the participants' responses were uploaded to our

servers. It should be noted that due to the subjects' deficient speech processing and the
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auditory-only presentation mode of the stimuli, subjects often made phonemic

confusions, even under conditions of low memory load. For this reason, we scored their

responses in two ways, strict and loose. For strict scoring, any phonemic mistake was

counted as incorrect. For loose scoring, confusions that involved up to two of the

distinctive features of phonemic categories were tolerated as hearing errors (e.g. place

and voice onset time errors). Training effects in the study were identical regardless of

our scoring method. In this manuscript we reported data that reflected the loose scoring

method because we believed that it was a better approximation of working memory

abilities.

Competing Digits: Subjects were initially familiarized with a male speaker

(fundamental frequency = 115 Hz) as he spoke 120 digits in relative quiet. On each trial,

the male speaker produced a string of four randomly selected digits (digits 1-9,

excluding the bisyllabic '7') with 0.68 s between the onset of each digit stimulus. The

subjects used a virtual keypad on the tablet to enter with the digits spoken by the target

speaker. After familiarization, two additional talkers were introduced (male, fundamental

frequency = 90 Hz; female, fundamental frequency = 175 Hz) as distractors. These

speakers produced randomly selected distracting digits with target-matched onset

times. The only contingency was that two speakers could not produce the same digit at

once, otherwise the digit produced by each speaker was selected at random. The target

speaker was presented at 65 dB SPL. Four hundred and twenty eight digits were

presented at 0 dB SNR (target and distractors were presented at the same level), and

ninety two digits were presented at 3 dB SNR (the target was 3 dB higher in level than

the distractors). We observed that 32% of the subjects performed at chance level in the
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more challenging 0 dB SNR condition during baseline testing. By contrast, only 8% of

the sample performed at chance levels in the 3 dB SNR condition. To avoid floor effects

in our analysis, we focused on the 3 dB SNR condition. We analyzed performance on

the digits task in two ways. First, we asked how often the subjects correctly identified

the first digit in each stream. We viewed performance on this condition as analogous to

monosyllabic word recognition in noise task. Next, we asked how often the subjects

correctly identified all four digits in a stream. We viewed performance under this

condition as analogous to a sentence recognition in noise task.

AudioNisual Stroop: The Stroop effect (76) has been studied extensively in

psychological research over the past 8 decades as a measure of inhibitory control (77).

For all versions of the Stroop tasks, subjects are asked to attend to a stimulus and then

report the identity of a specific attribute of that stimulus while ignoring other stimulus

attributes. In some cases the "distractor" stimulus attributes are congruent with the

target stimulus attribute and in other cases they are incongruent. The congruency of

target and distractor stimulus attributes has a marked effect on reaction times (RT) with

responses to congruent conditions occurring -250 ms sooner than responses to

incongruent trials. A neutral condition is also presented wherein there is no relationship

(congruent or not) between the target and distractor stimulus features. The neutral

condition provides a control measurement for processing speed and can be used to

compute normalized Stroop interference Incongruent RT (s) -Congruent RT (s)

NuetraL RT (s)

We measured performance on a visual and audio Stroop task in this study. In the

visual Stroop task, subjects were visually presented with the text, "Red', "Blue", and
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"Legal" in a random vertical location on the screen (letter height = 3.5 cm, white

background). The color of the word was either red or blue. This created three

conditions, color-letter congruency, color- letter incongruency, and a neutral condition

(the word "Legal"). Likewise, the audio Stroop employed three words ("High", "Low," and

"Day") that were either spoken with a low fundamental frequency (180 Hz) or a high

fundamental frequency (280 Hz). The three words were spoken by the same female

talker, and the TANDEM-STRAIGHT vocoder was used to synthesize these three

vocalizations and shift the fundamental frequency up and down to create high and low

pitch versions of each word (78). Subjects began each trial by placing their thumbs in

two circles that were positioned on each side of the tablet screen, midway along the

vertical axis. After a 0.5-2 s delay, an audio or visual stimulus was presented and two

virtual response buttons appeared just above and below each thumb fixation circle. The

participants were required to select one of the two responses as quickly and accurately

as possible. Their reaction times were recorded as the latency of the first of the two

thumb responses.

Before each trial began, either a visual or an audio masker was presented to cue

the trial and wash out stimulus recency effects. The visual masker was a grid of 39

individually colored squares (grid dimensions 16.9 x 4.2 cm) that was positioned 3.6 cm

from the top of the tablet screen. The color of each element in the grid was randomly

selected to be red, blue, green, or yellow with a refresh rate of 4 Hz. The audio masker

consisted of 15 tones that were each 50 ms in duration and presented with an

interstimulus interval of 0.18 s at a level of 60 dB SPL. The carrier frequency of each
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tone was randomly selected from an interval of values that ranged from 500 to 8000 Hz.

The duration of the video and audio maskers were 1 s each.

To compute average reaction times for the congruent, incongruent, and neutral

conditions, each word-color and word-pitch combination was repeated 30 times over the

course of 3 training blocks. Testing was complete once each individual had accrued at

least 40 correct responses for each of the three congruency conditions (i.e. incongruent,

congruent, and neutral). The reaction time of correct responses was analyzed. If a

subject's accuracy score was : chance probability, his/her reaction time data were not

used in the analysis. This criterion resulted in two subjects' (one from each group)

reaction time data being removed from the analysis.

Frequency Modulation Detection: The subjects were initially exposed to the

perceptual experience of frequency modulation (FM) through an interactive slider that

they manipulated to increase and decrease the excursion depth of a frequency

modulated tone. High excursions were labeled as 'squiggly' to allow the subjects to

associate the sound with a label that could be used when completing the 2-interval 2-

alternative forced choice FM detection task. After initial familiarization, two tones

(carrier frequency = 1000 Hz, duration = 1 s, level = 55 dB SL) were presented to

subjects with an interstimulus interval of 0.5 s. Frequency modulation was applied at a

rate of 2 Hz to one of the two tones (random order). A quasi-sinusoidal amplitude

modulation (6 dB depth) was applied to both tones to reduce cochlear excitation pattern

cues (79). The subject was asked to indicate whether the first or second tone was

frequency modulated ('squiggly'). The two-down-one -up procedure was used to

modulate the frequency excursion magnitude in order to converge on the 70.7% correct
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point (80). The frequency excursion of the FM tone was initially set to 75 Hz and

changed by a factor of 1.5 for the first 5 reversals, decreasing to a factor of 1.2 for the

last 7 reversals. The geometric mean of the last 6 reversals was used to compute the

run value. A minimum of 3 runs were collected. The coefficient of variation across runs

was computed online. If the coefficient of variation was > 0.2, additional runs were

collected until this criterion was met or six runs had been collected, whichever came

first. The median threshold across all runs collected was used to define the participant's

FM detection threshold.

Analysis of proportional data: We primarily analyzed the speech recognition data

by computing correct scores over challenging SNRs for each test. Across both groups,

performance changed as a function of noise level over a similar range of SNRs. We

used SNRs from the steeply sloping portion of the psychometric function to assess

performance (WIN, 12-16 dB SNR; QuickSiN, 5-10 dB SNR; BKBSiN, 0-6 dB SNR).

Scores were expressed as rationalized arcsine units (81) (RAU) since proportional

scores generally violate several assumptions of parametric statistical tests for values

near zero and one. We also performed clinical scoring for each speech test by

computing a non-adaptive threshold using the Spearman-Karber equation (Fig. 5D). To

summarize our findings for the words and sentence tests, we computed a change index,

Post score(%)-Pre score(%) We used this index to compare the patterns of results between

the open-set speech tasks and the digit streaming task. We used Hedges'g to compute

treatment effect sizes for the speech recognition and digits streaming tasks at the post

and two-month follow-up assessment periods. We computed 95% confidence intervals

around the effect size using a bootstrapping approach (82).
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Statistical testing

Normality of data distributions was assessed using the Shapiro-Wilk test and q-q

plots. In the cases of normal distributions, parametric tests were employed to test for

statistical significance. Statistical significance of group intervention effects was

assessed by performing repeated measures ANOVA. Analysis of covariance using the

subjects' pretest scores as the covariate has been recommended for analysis in clinical

studies (83). Therefore, we also performed analysis of outcome measures using

ANCOVA. These data are reported in Table S1 and the pattern of significant results are

identical to those reported in the manuscript. Other between group comparisons were

tested using two-sample t tests, and within group differences were assessed using

paired-sample t tests. Group comparisons between non-normally distributed data were

made using the Wilcoxon rank sum test. Correlations were quantified using Pearson's

linear correlation coefficient and corrected for multiple comparisons when appropriate

(Holm-Bonferroni).

4.3 Results

Older adults become more proficient at playing their tablet-based auditory

working memory and closed-loop audio tracking games.

We enrolled older adults (2 = 70 yrs) living with mild to severe sensorineural

hearing loss in a randomized, double-blinded placebo-controlled study (Fig 1A, Fig S1-

2). Participants were randomized to play either an auditory memory (Mem) or closed-

loop auditory tracking (C-L) game for approximately 3.5 hours per week for 8 weeks

while wearing their hearing aids (Mem group, n = 11, k = 31 total hrs; C-L group, n =13,
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z = 35 total hrs; z = -1.3, P = 0.2, Wilcoxon Rank-Sum). All subjects were long-term,

bilateral hearing aid users (mean period of hearing aid use = 7 yrs).

The overarching objective of both games was to reconstruct broken jigsaw

puzzles using a touchscreen interface on a tablet computer. In order to accomplish this

goal in the Mem game, subjects were required to attend to sentences spoken by

different talkers and identify the items that they had heard following a 3 -16 s delay (Fig.

18 top). Subjects indicated their responses by connecting virtual elements on the

screen to create combination objects that represented the keywords in each sentence

(name, color, number, Fig. 1B midde & bottom). The sentence objects were then

dropped on targets corresponding to the vertices of hidden puzzle pieces that were

subsequently revealed and then used to reconstruct virtual jigsaw puzzles in a sub-

game (Fig. S3). During the puzzle construction sub-game, stimuli from the other training

game (closed-loop audio tracking) were played as background sound that was not

connected to the task on which they were operating (i.e. open-loop passive stimulus

exposure). The difficulty level of the game adaptively changed such that advancing to

later puzzle boards presented the challenge of higher memory loads, longer delay

periods, and additional distractor elements (Fig. 1B middle and bottom).

Subjects trained on the closed-loop auditory tracking game (C-L) were aware that

a shape was hidden on the screen (Fig. 1B top). Using a virtual pencil, they were

required to trace the outline of the shape without visual cues. Like an odor trail, the

game generated an auditory gradient projected onto the contour of the hidden shape.

Subjects used their finger movements to explore the soundscape. As the subject

passed his/her virtual pencil through the dynamic regions of the gradient, either the
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level, frequency, or amplitude modulation rate of a tonal sound was instantaneously

updated with the subject's distance from the outline of the shape. Shapes were

randomly generated and placed on each trial. Early in training, subjects tracked audio

gradients at favorable signal to noise ratios (SNR), and while they were able to use the

continuous audio feedback to detect some general proximity to the shape, they were

unable to employ the subtle information that was provided by the gradient to accurately

track its outline (Fig. 1B middle). However, following eight weeks of training, subjects

were able to use the real time audio feedback to adjust their tracing trajectory with less

error despite the presence of continuous multi-talker background speech babble that

was louder than the target signal (Fig. 1B bottom). Following successful tracing of a

shape, subjects engaged in two sub-games wherein they used both gradient cues and

rapid stimulus changes to place the puzzle piece that they had traced into the correct

location on a puzzle board (Fig. S4).

Based on subject performance, the difficulty levels of both games increased over

the course of training, defined by increased memory load in the Mem game and

reduced SNR in the C-L game (Fig. 1D, F = 2.2, P = 0.03, RMANOVA; Fig. ID, F = 9.2,

P = 3 x10-0, RMANOVA). While adjusting the difficulty level of the task so as to

maintain a fixed level of trial failures (i.e., adaptive tracking) is a hallmark of behavioral

paradigms that drive plasticity in early sensory cortex (84), we also wished to

characterize task-related learning on a constant stimulus set. To this end, we

occasionally administered 'yardstick' trials to characterize learning on each task, using

stimulus parameters that provided a fixed level of perceptual difficulty. The Mem group

demonstrated a ~ 20% improvement over the two-month training period on the yardstick
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condition (Fig. 1E, F = 14.2, P = 2 x10-13 , RMANOVA). Likewise, subjects who trained

on the C-L game learned to use subtle gradient changes to reduce their tracking error

by - 20% (Fig. 1C & 1G, F = 7.4, P = 2 x1 0-8, RMANOVA), a result that is similar in

magnitude to observations in a rodent scent tracking task (85). In addition to the

behavioral improvements described on the primary games, learning was also observed

on the sub-games for the both the Mem and C-L training groups (Fig. S3-4).

While the subjects were engaged in home-based game training, they responded

to several questionnaires that gauged their i.) expectations for hearing improvements as

a consequence of gaming, ii.) their experience playing their assigned game, and iN.)

their perception of hearing benefit over the course of training (Fig S5). There were no

differences between the ratings given by either group for any of these measurements

(P>0.56 for all comparisons). As a whole, both groups were tentatively optimistic that

their games would improve their hearing early in the study and about half believed that

their hearing had improved during the study. Therefore, both the C-L and Mem tasks

became more difficult as subjects advanced in their game play, subjects showed

comparable levels of learning in both tasks, and subjects' game play experience and

expectations for benefits through training were matched. As such, the Mem game

meets the high standard for a placebo control (21).

Learning on the closed-loop audio tracking game, but not the memory

game, transferred to untrained sentence-in-noise tasks.

Given the robust learning demonstrated by older adults who had played the C-L

and Mem games, we next asked whether learning with the stimuli encountered in the
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training games (Fig. 2A) transferred to improved performance on untrained stimuli

encountered in clinical tests of speech recognition in noise (Fig. 2B). Subjects

completed three speech recognition-in-noise tests that are commonly used in audiology

clinics. One of the tests required subjects to listen to monosyllabic words at various

SNRs and to provide a verbal response that was recorded via the microphone on their

tablet (Fig. 2C) (72). The other two speech tests were performed with identical

procedures, but employed sentence materials that possessed either low-levels of

linguistic context (e.g., "Dimes showered down from all sides", Fig. 2D) or high-levels of

linguistic contextual cues (e.g., "The janitor swept the floor", Fig. 2E) (73, 74).

Speech intelligibility declined precipitously across a narrow range of SNRs in all

tests (Fig. 2C-E left, red vertical lines). As an example, speech processing accuracy

changed by -50%. in the high-context sentence test (Fig. 2E) as the ratio between the

target speaker level varied from 0-6 dB above the din of background speaker babble, a

perceptual condition that would be expected to occur regularly in an average restaurant

(33). We focused our analysis on these challenging noise levels where speech

intelligibility was greatly diminished but not impossible (Fig. 2C-E left, red vertical

lines). We observed that word recognition at difficult SNRs (Fig. 2C right) did not

improve secondary to either training approach (F = 2.68, P = 0.12, Time Effect, F =

0.14, P = 0.71, Group x Time Interaction, Repeated Measures ANOVA). By contrast, C-

L training significantly improved sentence recognition-in-noise abilities at challenging

SNRs when compared to Mem training (Fig. 2D-E right, low-context sentence, F = 5.5,

P = 0.03; high-context sentence, F = 6.3, P = 0.02, Group x Time Interaction, Repeated

Measures ANOVA). Thus, there was a selective improvement in sentence, but not word
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recognition tasks that was restricted to older adults who had trained on the C-L game

(Fig. 2F, words, t = -0.03, P = 0.98; sentences, t = 2.2, P = 0.04, two-sample t test).

Why were training benefits observed for tests of sentence recognition in noise,

but not individual words? The procedural and perceptual demands of each task were

matched, but there were at least two differences between the materials that were used

to make these measurements: i.) Sentence tests (low and high context) presented

listeners with some degree of semantic and syntactic cues, while the word tests were

devoid of linguistic context. ii.) As compared to words, which last only a few hundred

milliseconds (Fig. 2B left), sentence tests required that listeners distribute their

attention to a noisy, but predictable spectro-temporal pattern (speaker) distributed over

timescales of several seconds (Fig. 2B right). Either or both of these differences could

have contributed to the transfer of learning to sentence testing following C-L training.

To differentiate between these possibilities, we administered a competing digits

streaming test. This involved the presentation of four randomly selected digits by a

target talker while two distractors simultaneously produced competing digit streams

(Fig. 2G). The subject was asked to use a virtual keypad to reproduce the target digit

stream. Like the sentence tests, this task involved distributed attention to a predictable

target over longer timescales, but in contrast to sentence tests, it was devoid of

linguistic context. Furthermore, the test could be scored as a word or sentence task by

analyzing whether the subjects' responses to the first digit were correct (word scoring)

or if they correctly identified the entire sequence of digits (sentence scoring). We found

that performance improvements on the competing digit streams task mirrored our

observations of improved sentence recognition following C-L training, suggesting that
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these improvements were not dependent on linguistic context, but were, perhaps,

specific to tasks that required distributed attention to predictable signals over longer

timescales-like conversational speech (Fig. 2H, first digit, t = 0.01, P = 0.99; digit

stream, t = 2.2, P = 0.04, two-sample t test). As further support of this possibility, we

found that digits streaming improvements were significantly correlated with sentence in

noise (SiN) recognition benefits (R = 0.72, P = 0.01, Pearson's correlation coefficient).

Generalized benefits in sentence in noise recognition were not dependent on

improved low-level sensory processing or working memory capacity.

Behavioral measurements that assess low-level spectro-temporal processing

abilities and high-level cognitive functions, such as working memory, have been shown

to predict sentence recognition in noise performance for individuals with and without

audiometrically confirmed hearing loss (86-94). We measured baseline spectro-

temporal processing ability by assessing sensitivity to periodic fluctuations in the

frequency of a pure tone (frequency modulation, FM), a task that is believed to depend

on the accurate encoding of rapid timing information ((95), but see (96)). We also

measured working memory (WM) capacity by administering the Letter Number

Sequencing test (75), which involves the repetition and ordering of alphanumeric strings

that progressively increase in length. Consistent with previous reports, we found that

both basic spectro-temporal processing abilities and auditory working memory capacity

were significantly correlated with baseline SiN recognition (FM, R = 0.44, P = 0.04; WM,

R = 0.45, P = 0.04, Pearson's correlation coefficient corrected for multiple comparisons

with the Holm-Bonferroni method, Fig. 3A-B left). Because FM detection thresholds

and WM capacity were both predictive of pre-training speech processing scores and C-
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L training improved speech processing, transitive logic suggests that one or both

training tasks might also improve FM detection and WM. However, we found that the

SiN recognition improvements observed in this study were not accompanied by

generalized improvements in frequency modulation detection thresholds or working

memory capacity, in spite of the fact that Mem training improving auditory working

memory abilities within the confines of the game (FM, F = 0.31, P = 0.58; WM, F = 0.18,

P = 0.68, Group x Time Interaction, Repeated Measures ANOVA).

Measures of inhibitory control do not vary with training but do predict degree of

learning transfer.

Younger adults have a superior ability to ignore certain types of irrelevant

information compared to older adults (97-102). At the physiologic level, a failure to

suppress the neural representation of distractor signals in early levels of cortical

processing has been associated with downstream, age-related visual memory

limitations under conditions of distraction (103, 104). We assessed the relationship

between inhibitory control abilities and sentence recognition under conditions of

distraction by administering visual and audio versions of the classic Stroop task (76)

(Fig. 3C). While the visual color-word version of the Stroop task has been studied

extensively (for review see (77)) and been specifically used to measure age-related

inhibitory control deficits (97-101), relatively few investigators have examined the

Stroop effect in the auditory modality (105-109). We observed that the pattern of

congruency-related reaction times that are consistently reported for visual color-name

congruency conditions were also observed for audio pitch-name congruency and the

magnitudes of the Stroop effects in each modality scaled together (Fig. 3D & Fig. S6A).
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Regarding associations between inhibitory control and SiN abilities, we found that

performance on neither the audio nor visual Stroop tasks was predictive of baseline SiN

recognition (Audio: R = 0.10, P = 0.61; Visual: R = 0.17, P = 0.78, Pearson's correlation

coefficient corrected for multiple comparisons with Holm- Bonferroni method, Fig. 3E-F

left). Likewise, we did not find that normalized performance on either version of the

Stroop task improved secondary to game intervention (Audio: F = 1.04, P = 0.32; Visual,

F = 0.17, P = 0.68, Group x Time Interaction, Repeated Measures ANOVA, Fig. 3E-F

right), though reaction times decreased significantly (-50-100 ms) for both C-L and

Mem groups (Fig. S5C-D).

While Stroop interference effects did not change with improvements in SiN

recognition, we did find that baseline inhibitory control abilities as assessed with either

the audio or visual version of the Stroop task predicted the amount of transfer that we

observed on the SiN recognition tasks following 2 months of C-L training (Combined

Stroop: R = 0.62, P = 0.01, Pearson's correlation coefficient, Fig. 3K & S6C).

Specifically, subjects with the best inhibitory control (smallest effect of distractor

congruence on reaction times) demonstrated the greatest benefit on sentence in noise

comprehension secondary to C-L training.

Improvements in closed-loop audio tracking skills predicts the degree of

enhanced speech processing

For any complex sensory game, there are many possible aspects of a subject's

experience that could predict degree of transfer. Simple metrics like time on task or

overall task completion rate were not expected to predict transfer of learning secondary
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to C-L gaming (40). Rather, we expected that the features of improved game play that

most accurately predicted far transfer to improved speech processing would share

certain key features with the core challenges of processing sentences in noise.

Although we used synthetic, parametric stimuli such as modulated tones or ripple noise

in the C-L tracing task, the game required subjects to continuously discriminate subtle

changes in target stimuli and predict upcoming signal changes during 'bouts' of tracing

that lasted several seconds while suppressing distracting background speech. In this

respect, tracing the outline of a hidden shape using dynamic audio cues seems share

many common features with sentence processing in noise. In support of this argument,

we observed that improved audio tracing accuracy over the course of C-L training

predicted the improved ability to correctly process a target speaker in the presence of

high level background speech babble (Fig. 4C, R = 0.60, P = 0.03, Pearson's

correlation coefficient).

Audiomotor training temporarily enhances speech perception at background

noise levels where hearing aids provide little benefit.

As this study was performed in an elderly patient population who used hearing

aids to compensate for their sensorineural hearing loss, we asked how the benefit

imparted by C-L training compared to that received from their hearing aids. As

expected, we found that hearing aids improved sentence recognition ability in relatively

quiet conditions with high SNRs (Fig. 5A-B). However, under noisier conditions typical

of social environments, their hearing aids provided little benefit (2 = 4 8%. Fig. 5A-B).

By contrast, eight weeks of C-L training provided approximately three times the benefit

of their hearing aids in the impoverished SiN environments commonly encountered in
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noisy, social settings (Fig. 5A-B, t = -5.19, P = 3 x 10-, paired sample t test). Thus, by

coupling the use of a sensory prosthesis with C-L training, speech perception benefits

were extended to the challenging listening environments that represent the chief

complaint of patients (34, 39). The SiN recognition tests employed in this study have

known psychometric properties, which are used to define a "clinically significant"

difference in test scores for an individual patient ((73, 74) critical difference at 80%

confidence). Using this clinical definition, we found that eight weeks of C-L training

imparted a speech processing benefit that would be judged as "clinically significant" to

more than half of the subjects, whereas, only 1/11 (9%) of those trained on the Mem

game met this stringent criterion (Fig. 5D).

As a final step, we computed the effect sizes for C-L relative to Mem treatment at

the post-training and two month follow-up tests. While we observed large effect sizes for

both SiN recognition tests as well as the digits streaming task at the conclusion of

training ( 0.85, Hedges' g), the difference did not persist when tested in the absence of

further intervention two months later (Fig. 5 D-F, (Hedges' g 5 0.13). These results

suggest that, at least with this sensory-impaired elderly population, generalized benefits

of C-L gaming may require some degree of continued training for optimal effect

maintenance, as is expected for most types of cognitive (110, 111) or skill learning (112,

113).

4.4 Discussion

We programmed a suite of tablet-based self-administered auditory training and

psychoacoustic tasks that could be used by older adults (i = 70 yrs) with sensorineural
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hearing loss from home. Subjects became more proficient at playing their auditory

working memory or a closed-loop audio tracking games and expressed equivalent

expectations that each would improve their hearing abilities (Fig. 1, Fig. S5). Following

two months of training, subjects who played the C-L, but not the Mem, game exhibited

significant transfer of learning to tests that required them to process speech in high

levels of background noise. This transfer of learning was specific to perceptual tasks

that involved tracking a signal over time because learning from C-L training i.) did not

generalize to an isolated word recognition in noise test that was procedurally identical to

the sentence tests, but ii.) did transfer to a digit streaming task that was devoid of

linguistic context (Fig. 2). While SiN recognition deficits of older adults with SNHL are

thought to result from broadened cochlear tuning (114), deficient spectro-temporal

processing (88, 90, 115), and impaired cognitive control abilities (94, 116), we found no

evidence that improvements in SiN recognition that followed C-L training were

accompanied by perceptual enhancements in spectro-temporal processing, memory

capacity, or inhibitory control measures (Fig. 3).

The particular pattern of improvements on sentence-level speech processing

without any transfer to either low-level sound processing or higher cognitive control or

memory processes, suggested that the C-L training may have improved subjects' ability

to distribute attention over longer timescales-a central requirement for maintaining a

conversation in social environments. Interestingly, baseline inhibitory control measured

in the visual or auditory modality predicted the degree to which learning transferred to

SiN recognition secondary to C-L gaming (Fig. 3K). In the C-L game, the subjects who

learned to use subtle and noisy acoustic cues to more accurately trace objects also
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received the greatest benefit on SiN recognition, directly linking game strategy and

transfer effects (Fig. 4). Collectively, these findings suggested that the best candidates

for C-L training benefits might be identifiable before training begins and that greater

improvements in speech processing might be possible by developing games that

reward participants to actively discriminate variations in local stimulus features over

extended time scales.

C-L training imparted a benefit for sentence comprehension in high levels of

background noise that exceeded the benefit of hearing aids alone by a factor of three

(Fig. 5A-B). Although the gains may seem modest in their overall magnitude (-14%

more words comprehended in a given sentence), it is worth keeping in mind that gains

occurred within the "intelligibility cliff" of SNRs, where even a small change in the

number of correctly understood words can have a disproportionate effect on overall

comprehension and communication experience. However, these effects did not persist

for two months in the absence of further intervention (Fig. 5D). Whether game "booster

sessions" as have been previously used in training studies of older adults (110, 117)

would allow long-term maintenance of "real world" hearing in noise benefits, and what

the optimal "booster" schedule would be remain open questions.

Controlling for expectations and experimenter interactions in training studies

Randomized, double-blind placebo study designs provide the highest standard of

control because they account for subject expectations and Hawthorne effects that arise

from extended subject-experimenter interactions, yet are rarely employed by sensory

training studies (21-24). As a "sugar pill" training interface to create a matched
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expectation of improved speech processing abilities did not exist, we developed a

control game that we believed would possess good face-validity and capitalized on the

general public's contemporary, positive beliefs concerning memory training (56). We

hypothesized that if a control game required subjects to act on increasingly difficult

speech sequences that challenged their memory abilities, they might believe that their

hearing would be improved by playing the game. This supposition was confirmed

through their answers on our questionnaires administered partway through training (Fig.

S5). Several groups have observed that certain types of working memory training, such

as the dual n-back task, generalized to improvements in a broader set of cognitive skills,

including inhibitory control (48, 49), and fluid intelligence (50). However, others have

failed to replicate some or all of these findings (25, 51-53).

The purpose of the memory training group was to control for expectation effects

in the primary and secondary outcome measures. Interestingly, we found that placebo

effects in this study were limited to subjective reports of improved hearing (Fig. S5C-D).

Following Mem training, there was no observed benefit for overall sentence recognition

in noise using psychophysical measurements (: = -.03%., Fig. 2F). This contrasts with

a report of improvement equivalents of 5 to 10 points on standardized intelligence tests

that were completely attributable to placebo effects and selection bias (23). Several key

methodological differences in the present study could explain the differential magnitude

of the placebo effect across these studies, including recruitment procedures, testing

intervals, and familiarity of primary outcome measures (i.e. listening and responding to

speech vs. solving unfamiliar puzzles). This substantial difference in placebo magnitude
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across studies highlights the nuances underlying expectation effects in behavioral

intervention studies (22).

Making a good game better

We isolated two features of action video games that we hypothesized were

important for driving cortical processing towards plastic states through the engagement

of neuromodulatory nuclei (43, 44, 46) and attentional control systems (118): i.)

interference resolution and ii.) a closed-loop mechanic. Other attributes of action video

games including immersion (which ranked low in our games, Fig S5B), multi-tasking,

complex sensory stimuli, multifarious reward schedules, high speeds, substantial motor

loads, and emotionally salient content (119) were explicitly not implemented here

because we set out to test the hypothesis that a closed-loop mechanic that included

interference resolution would be sufficient to drive generalized gains in speech

processing. Game design features that were left out of our C-L training application may

be important for driving wider apparent task generalization through plasticity in neural

networks that underlie improved probabilistic inference and allow players to more

rapidly learn new tasks (120-122).

On-task perceptual learning persists for months following the cessation of

training in younger (2) and older adults (18, 123). However, the persistence of transfer

effects following sensory or cognitive training is less certain. Studies which have

examined generalized cognitive benefits in younger adults following action video game

play have not generally reported on the persistence of transfer effects (10-12, 124-

128), though one study reported improved contrast sensitivity several months after
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game training (16). Pertinent to this study, reported transfer effects to cognitive control

tasks following action video game play are weaker or non-existent in older adults, even

at the immediate post training test (129-133), which may reflect a poor match between

the game preferences of older adults and the experience provided by action video

games (129, 134). Nonetheless, when transfer effects to a working memory task were

observed in older adults who had trained on an action video game, they did not persist

without continued intervention (111). In this study, we found that the transfer effects to

auditory streaming did not persist for 2 months without continued C-L training,

suggesting that the neural underpinnings of the behavioral changes described here are

not maintained without continued practice provided by the game (consistent with (111)).

This does not come as a surprise, as practice is also required to maintain proficiency in

other audiomotor skills, such as musicianship in humans or courtship song in birds (135,

136).

There is no reason to believe that the design and implementation of the C-L

game studied here represented the optimal solution to enhance auditory signal in noise

perception. Given that fairly subtle properties of sensory training tasks can dramatically

alter the degree of generalized learning (137-139), there are likely many attributes of

the currently tested C-L game that could be optimized to enhance desired transfer

effects. Nonetheless, in the context of a double-blinded placebo controlled trial, we

observed clear transfer of game learning to real world listening situations that pose

significant communication and social problems for more than 60% of older adults.

Hearing loss represent a major public health concern (32), affecting 360 million

individuals worldwide and has been linked to a 24% increased risk for incident cognitive
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impairment (140), perhaps due to social isolation in response to impaired hearing. As

such, the maintenance and rehabilitation of social hearing abilities represents an

important challenge for neuroscientists, computer-programmers, engineers, and

clinicians. Here we have shown that a neuroscience-based game intervention can be

paired with a sensory prosthesis to improve patient outcomes by a factor of three.

Whether this type of brain-based intervention can be optimized to provide greater

benefits in isolation or in conjunction with other neuromodulatory approaches (141, 142)

will be important questions to guide future studies.
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4.5 Figures
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Fig1. Design and implementation of experiments to test generalized performance
changes following training with custom-made auditory working memory and audiomotor
closed-loop tracing tasks. (A) Older adults that passed an initial screening were
randomly assigned to play either an auditory memory or closed-loop auditory tracking
game in the context of a randomized control trial. All subjects underwent testing with
psychophysical measures or questionnaires before, during, just after, and 2 months
after training (color-coded by subject area for ease of visualization). (B) Subjects who
trained on the memory game heard one or more sentences before being presented with
virtual objects to match on the tablet screen. The correct responses on the task are
coded by the colors of the spoken sentence (top). Schematized finger movements on
the touchscreen from early (middle) and late (bottom) in training depict more accurate
performance and increasing game complexity over time. (C) Subjects who trained on
the closed-loop audio tracking game used a virtual pencil to trace the outline of an
invisible shape. The only available information to solve the task was an auditory
gradient that parametrically varied one of three possible sound features with the
subject's distance from the lines on the invisible shape (see colorbars, top). Data traces
from a subject on day 8 (middle) and day 28 (bottom) of training, show early failure to
use audio gradient information and later mastery of the closed-loop audio tracking task
despite more challenging perceptual demands (SNR scale bar in middle panel applies
to both). Cyan arrows depict the subject's tracing path, with each arrow representing the
distance and trajectory over a single 0.5 s sample period. This subject learned to use
real time audio feedback to trace the outline more slowly and more accurately. (D) The
working memory task became more difficult over the course of training. Difficulty was
defined as memory load, i.e., the number of sentences that required a response. (E)
Working memory performance improved over the course of training on a fixed
"yardstick" condition repeated throughout training, that required subjects to respond to
one of two sentences presented with three additional distractors on the screen. (F) The
closed-loop tracing task became more difficult over training as the available SNR cues
to identify the outline of the hidden shape dropped closer to zero. (G) Tracking error
decreased on the yardstick condition (SNR ~ -18 dB) over the course of training.
Circular symbols and errorbars reflect mean s.e.m. Overlying lines are quadratic fits to
the group averaged data.
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Fig 2. Closed-loop training, but not memory training, was associated with generalized
improvements in sentence comprehension in high levels of background noise. (A)
Memory gaming involved listening and responding to speech materials (left). Closed-
loop audio gaming required subjects to track changes in tone features in the presence
of background distractors (right). (B) Transfer of learning was measured for tests that
assessed recognition of target (red waveforms) words (left) or sentences (right) in the
presence of distractor speakers (gray waveforms). (C-E) Recognition of monosyllabic
words (C), low-context sentences (D) or high-context sentences (E) was assessed
before and after training with the memory (gray) or closed-loop (black) training under
increasingly difficult distractor conditions. Left, Proportional scores were measured at
each SNR and average performance data were fit with a logistic function using
constrained maximum likelihood estimation. Recognition performance declined steeply
within a restricted set of SNRs (vertical red broken lines). Right, Smaller lines reflect
individual subject pre and post test scores. The adjacent larger circles and error bars
represent mean s.e.m. across each training group. (F) Summary plot of primary

outcome measures expressed as change index Post score(%)-Pre score(%) (G) Schematic
Post score(%)+Pre score (%)

of digit streaming task. Male target speaker waveform and target digits (red) are
depicted alongside distractor male (gray) and female (cyan) speech waveforms and
spoken digits. fo = fundamental frequency (voice pitch). (H) Summary of digit task
improvements when the first digit is scored in isolation (similar to a word test, C) or the
whole stream of digits is scored (similar to test of sentence comprehension, D-E). Bar
plots reflect mean s.e.m. Asterisks indicate statistically significant differences P<0.05.
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Figure 4
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game traces (taken from Fig. lB and magnified by 3x) illustrate improvements in audio
tracking over the course of training. Tracing error, defined as the instantaneous
Euclidean distance measured between each point in the virtual pencil trace (cyan) and
the shape border (black), is plotted over ~3-7 s tracing period. The beginning and end of
the tracing segment are represented by an arrow encased by a circle or square,
respectively. (B) Tracing error magnitude is instantly translated into the SNR of the tone

in noise. Note that the tone level gradient saturates outside of a 2 cm area surrounding

the shape outline (B, left bottom). The gray rectangles in A and B focus on a specific
portion of the trace, highlighting the relatively subtle changes in the signal envelope

used to refine finger movement trajectory in this well-trained subject (compare B left and

right). Signal magnitude (bottom) is plotted logarithmically for visualization. (C)
Reductions in audio tracing error over the course of closed-loop training are associated
with sentence threshold improvements (lower = better performance). Correlation
coefficient (R) computed using Pearson's method.
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4.7 Supplemental Figures and Tables

Supplemental Figure 1
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K1
48 adults consented into study and screened
36 passed the screening

5 did not meet criterion for MOCA
3 reported current use of psychotropic medications
2 reported neurological insults
1 reported heavy alcohol consumption (CDC)
1 reported part-time hearing aid use 2

C 32 adults presented for pre-testingat the clinic.
Stratified randomization was performed
based on baseline speech in noise scores

1 subject who was randomized to the closed-loop game group
dropped out before beginning the home-based pre testing

31 adults completed one week of home-based pre-testing

L - - - --- 1 subject who was randomized to the closed-loop game group

(dropped out before beginning the intervention

r4 subjects in the memory gaming group dropped

litury nciiie1ry I Closed-loop out within a week of beginning the intervention.

training I auditory training 1 2 subjects (one from each group) were excused
from the study by the study coordinator for lack of
.ompliance in the first month of intervention.
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C_24 adult s completed post-testing in the clinic

2 adults completed post-testing measures at home
2 subjects (one from each group) did not complete
home-based post-testing measures.

21 adults completed post-testing measures at home
In addition to the 2 subjects who did not finish the home-
based post-testing, another subject in the closed-loop
gaming group experienced hearing aid failure and was
forced to purchase new devices between the post-testing
and the follow-up visit

Supp Fig 1. Study flowchart .(A) Of the thirty-two participants who began the study,
twenty-four completed the pretest, intervention, and posttest. Twenty-one participants
completed the two month follow-up assessment.
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Supplemental Figure 2
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Supp Fig 2. Study demographics. (A) Air conduction pure tone detection thresholds
were collected by an audiologist in a sound treated booth. Subjects generally presented
with mild sloping to moderately-severe sensorineural hearing loss (memory game =
gray, closed-loop game = black). Distribution of pure tone averages (PTA .5 - 2 kHz) in
the sample plotted according to AAO-HNS recommendations ((143), right). (B)
Participant age, (C) full scale IQ and (D), prior technology ownership were well
balanced across training groups.
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Supplemental Figure 3

subgame - complete puzzle while listening to C-L game sounds
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Supp Fig 3. Subgame design for the auditory working memory training task. (A) The
auditory memory game involved a visuospatial puzzler sub-game . Initially, the puzzle
pieces were jumbled at the bottom of the screen (left). The participant touched a puzzle
pieced with their finger, guided it to the correct position on the puzzle board, and then
rotated it into the correct orientation (right). (B) While the subject performed this task,
dynamic tone stimuli from the closed-loop training game were played in the background
(red waveforms). It is important to note that while these stimuli were similar to those that
were used in the closed-loop game, they were presented in an open-loop context during
the memory sub-game. So though the motor behaviors involved in moving the puzzle
pieces to the correct location and rotating them into the correct orientation while
dynamic sounds continuously played in the background were identical to the conditions
of the sub-game tasks in the closed-loop game (Fig S4), the subjects' motor behaviors
were not correlated with the changes in the sound that they were hearing in the memory
sub-game. Rather, subjects were guided by visuospatial cues. (C) Subject performance
improved substantially on this puzzle sub-game; the time required to complete a puzzle
reduced by nearly 50% over the course of training (F = 15.2, P = 1.2x10-7 , RMANOVA).
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Supplemental Figure 4
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Supp Fig 4. Subqame design for the closed-loop audiomotor task. There were two
closed-loop audio sub-games. (A) The first game involved navigating audio gradients
that varied logarithmically with Euclidian distance from a circular target in order to place
a puzzle piece in its correct location. (B-C) While beginners attempted to solve the task
through exhaustive searches (B), expert players used the most information rich vectors,
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biasing their searches along the highest sloping portions of the gradient (C). Cyan
arrows depict the subject's paths, with each arrow representing movement over a 0.5 s
time bin. (D) Difficulty in the game adaptively increased via reduction of the SNR (D, F =
3.72, P = 0.01, RMANOVA). (E) By examining performance on "yardstick" trials (where
SNR was fixed at -18 dB), we observed significant success rate improvements with
training (E, F = 6.8, P = 2.0 x10-2 , RMANOVA). (F) Using the "yardstick" trials, we also
examined the degree to which subjects aligned their search vectors with the most

informative region of the gradient (Gradient bias = , where v is the player's actual

traveled angle and w is the angle between the player and the target). We observed
significant increases in gradient bias with training (F, F = 8.4, P = 3.0 x 10-5,
RMANOVA). Gradient bias values range from 0.64 (chance) to 1 (movements perfectly
aligned with the highest sloping portion of the gradient). (G) The second sub-game
involved rotating the puzzle piece around a central axis to identify the correct
orientation. As the subject rotated the puzzle piece, sound level, pitch, or rate stayed
constant until the target angle was reached, at which point the target feature was
modulated with a step function. The subjects were required to stop rotation and release
the puzzle piece immediately upon detecting this change. (H-J) Rotating beyond this
point, as visualized in a trial generated by a beginner (H) resulted in failure and re-
randomization of the target orientation. Likewise, releasing the piece before arriving at
the target location also resulted in failure. Expert users (1) learned to perform this task
accurately at progressively worse SNRs (J, F = 18.2, P = 3.0 x1 0-9, RMANOVA). (K) By
examining performance on "yardstick" conditions (where SNR was fixed at -18 dB), we
observed significant success rate improvements with training (K, F = 16.57, P = 1.0 x10-
8 RMANOVA).
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Supplemental Figure 5
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Supp Fig 5. Expectations and game play experience were matched between the
auditory memory and closed-loop audiomotor training tasks. (A) After subjects played
their training game for a week they were asked to use a virtual slider to rank their
expectancy that their hearing would improve as a function of playing their assigned
game. Expectations were well matched across training groups (gray = memory game,
black = closed-loop game, z = 0.18, P = 0.86, Wilcoxon rank-sum). (B) At the same time
point, we also measured the participants' impressions of their game experience using
the Game Experience Questionnaire (144, 145). Responses to questions on the Game
Experience Questionnaire are divided into seven experience categories. Both games
were rated as moderately to fairly challenging and only slightly immersive. Flow, which
involves questions concerning "losing track of time" and "being fully occupied with the
game," was also ranked as moderate to fair. (Comp = competence, Pos Aff = positive
affect, Neg Aff = negative affect). There were no significant differences between the
ratings that the memory and closed-loop games received across categories. The largest
non-significant difference between the two groups was found for challenge, with the
memory game being rated as more challenging than the closed-loop game (z = 1.75, P
= 0.08 uncorrected, P = 0.56 Holm-Bonferroni corrected for multiple comparisons,
Wilcoxon rank-sum). (C) After the subjects had trained for 1 month, they were asked
whether they felt that the therapy was helping. About half of each group responded
affirmatively to that question. (D) After two months of training we asked participants if
the therapy was helping in their everyday lives. Around 40% responded affirmatively to
this question. There were no significant response differences between groups for either
of these questions (P 0.7, Fisher's exact test).
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Supplemental Figure 6
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Supp Fig 6. Estimating cognitive interference with audio and visual Stroop tests. (A)
The normalized congruence cost for the visual and auditory versions of the Stroop task
were significantly correlated (R = 0.50, P = 8 x1 0-3, Pearson's correlation coefficient,
gray = Mem. training, black = C-L training). (B) Stroop congruency costs did not
decrease as a function of either training game; however, reaction times decreased for
all congruency conditions (P 5 0.05 for all conditions, time effect, RMANOVA). (C)
Baseline performance on both the audio and visual versions of the Stroop task were
significant predictors of learning transfer to the sentence recognition in noise tasks
following closed-loop training (C, Audio: R = 0.62, P = 0.048; Visual: R = 0.58, P = 0.04,
Pearson's correlation coefficient, Holm-Bonferroni corrected for multiple comparisons).
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Supplemental Table I

Analysis of Covariance: Pre vs
Outcome measure

Post scores
F value

Words in noise 0.3 0.60
Low context sentences in noise 5.2 0.03
High context sentences in noise 5.1 0.04
Frequency modulation detection 0.0 0.96
Letter number sequencing 0.4 0.65
Audio stroop 0.7 0.40
Visual stroop 0.2 0.67

Supp Table 1. Analysis of Covariance . An alternate analysis of changes in outcome
measures following game training was executed by performing ANCOVA using the
baseline score as a covariate. The pattern of statistical significance is identical to that
obtained using interaction terms of the repeated measures ANOVA reported in the main
text.
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